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Abstract

Today, more and more Database Management Systems (DBMSs) keep the data completely in memory during processing or even store the entire database there for fast access. In such system more algorithms are limited by the capacity of the processor, because the bottleneck of Input/Output (I/O) to disk vanished. At the same time Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have exceeded the Central Processing Unit (CPU) in terms of processing power. Research has shown that they can be used not only for graphic processing but also to solve problems of other domains. However, not every algorithm can be ported to the GPU’s architecture with benefit. First, algorithms have to be adapted to allow for parallel processing in a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) style. Second, there is a transfer bottleneck because high performance GPUs are connected via PCI-Express (PCIe) bus.

In this work we explore which tasks can be offloaded to the GPU with benefit. We show, that query optimization, query execution and application logic can be sped up under certain circumstances, but also that not every task is suitable for offloading. By giving a detailed description, implementation, and evaluation of four different examples, we explain how suitable tasks can be identified and ported.

Nevertheless, if there is not enough data to distribute a task over all available cores on the GPU it makes no sense to use it. Also, if the input data or the data generate during processing does not fit into the GPU’s memory, it is likely that the CPU produces a result faster. Hence, the decision which processing unit to use has to be made at run-time. It is depending on the available implementations, the hardware, the input parameters and the input data. We present a self-tuning approach that continually learns which device to use and automatically chooses the right one for every execution.
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1. Introduction

In the 1970s the idea of a database machine was a trending topic in research. The hardware of these machines was supposed to be built from ground up to serve only one purpose: efficiently accessing and processing data stored in a Database Management System (DBMS). One of the common ideas of the different designs proposed was the usage of a high number of processing units in parallel. The evolution of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and disks overtook the development of these database machines and in the 80s, the idea was declared a failure [11]. Thirty years later researchers again proposed to use a massively parallel architecture for data processing, but this time, it was already available: the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). However, except for some research systems there is still no major DBMS that runs on GPUs.

We think that the reason for this is the versatility of modern DBMS. An architecture for DBMS must be able to do every task possible reasonably well, whether it is aggregating data, simple filtering, processing transactions, complex mathematical operations, or the collection and evaluation of statistics on the data stored in the system. A specialized processor may be able to do a subset of these tasks very fast, but then it will fail to do the rest. The GPU is able to process a huge amount of data in parallel, but it has problems with short transactions, which are not suitable for parallel processing, because they require a consistent view on the data.

However, nowadays different processing units are available in one system. In recent research therefore the focus switched to the usage of heterogeneous hardware and the concept of co-processing. Instead of calculating all by itself, the CPU orchestrates a number of different processing units within the system and decides for each task, where to execute it. The question therefore not longer is: “How does the perfect processor for a DBMS look?” but “Which of the available processor is the right one to use for a certain task?”.

1.1. Motivation

On the one hand there are many different tasks a DBMS has to process to store data and keep it accessible. There are the operators used for query execution, such as selection, join, and aggregation with simple or complex predicates. Under the hood the systems executes much more logic to maintain stored data and collect meta data on how users access the content. These statistics are used to optimize the query execution; partly with complex mathematical methods. Additionally, most vendors position their DBMS more and more as a data management platform that is not only able to execute queries but any application logic defined by the user as well.
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On the other hand every standard PC can be equipped with powerful co-processors, specialized on a certain domain of algorithms. Almost any modern PC already has a GPU which is able to solve general purpose algorithms with the help of its massively parallel architecture. Additionally, there are Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Intel’s Xeon Phi, or IBM’s Cell processor. Of course, any task can be solved by the CPU, but since its purpose is so generic, other hardware may be

- cheaper,
- more efficient in terms of memory consumption,
- or simply faster

at executing the task. Even if the co-processor is just as good as the CPU for a certain problem; if it is available in the system anyhow it can be used to free resources on the CPU for other jobs.

However, in contrast to co-processors that are integrated into the CPU—such as the Floating Processing Unit (FPU) or cryptography processors, e.g., for accelerating Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)—the co-processors mentioned in the last paragraph cannot be used by just re-compiling the code with special instructions. Instead, they require their own programming model and special compilers. That means that most algorithms have to be re-written to run on co-processors. This re-write is not trivial, because especially GPU algorithms require a completely different approach. Since the prediction of the performance of those new algorithm is impossible due to the complexity of the hardware, there are three questions to answer:

- Which tasks can be ported to a co-processor and how is this done?
- Which tasks are likely and which are unlikely to benefit from another architecture?
- How can the system automatically decide on the best processing unit to use for a specific task?

At the moment, the data to be processed by a task usually has to be copied to the co-processor, so data-intensive tasks are usually unlikely to benefit from the GPU.

However, since we reached a peak of single-thread CPU performance because of physics [57], CPU vendors are changing their architectures to support for instance vectorized and multi-threaded execution. These concepts are already built to an extreme in GPUs and FPGAs. In heterogeneous architectures, GPUs are integrated into the CPU, e.g., AMD’s Fusion architecture [14]. Hence, modifications to simple algorithms or completely new algorithms for co-processor architectures will play a key role in the future for CPU development as well.

1.2. Contributions

In this thesis we take a deep look into using the GPU as co-processor for DBMS operations. We compare the architecture and explain, where the GPU is good at and when
it is better to use the CPU. By doing a series of micro benchmarks we compare the
performance of a GPU to typical server CPUs. Against popular opinion the GPU is
not necessarily always better for parallel compute-intensive algorithms. Modern server
CPUs provide a parallel architecture with up to 8 powerful cores themselves. With the
help of the benchmarks we point out a few rules of thumb to identify good candidates
for GPU execution.

The reason that the GPU provides so much raw power is that hundreds of cores are
fitted onto one board. These cores are simple and orders of magnitude slower than a
typical CPU core and because of their simplicity they do not optimize the execution
of instructions. Where the CPU uses branch-prediction and out-of-order-execution, on
the GPU each instruction specifies what one core does and when. Additionally porting
an algorithm to the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) execution model often
involves overhead. Missing optimization and the necessary overhead usually mean that
only a fraction of the theoretical power can actually be used. Hence the code itself has
to be highly optimized for the task. Because of this we have to differentiate between
static tasks that always execute the same code branches in the same order, and dynamic
tasks such as query execution, where modular code blocks are chained and executed
depending on the query.

For static tasks we show candidates from three different classes: application logic,
query optimization, and a maintenance task. While the first two can benefit from the
GPU for certain input parameters, the maintenance task is not only data-intensive but
also not “compatible” to the GPU’s architecture. For dynamic tasks we propose code
generation and Just-In-Time (JIT)-compilation to let the compiler optimize the code for
the specific use case at run-time. In any case: if the input for a task is too small, not all
cores on the GPU can be used and performance is lost. Hence, we have to decide each
time depending on the input whether it is worth using the GPU for the job. In the last
part of this thesis we present a framework which automatically makes a decision based
on predicted run-times for the execution.

We show that

• there is a huge difference between parallel algorithms for the CPU and the GPU.

• application logic can be executed by the DBMS and on the GPU with advantages
  from both concepts.

• query optimization can benefit from the performance the GPU provides in combi-
  nation with a library for linear algebra.

• there are tasks that simply cannot benefit from the GPU; either because they are
data intensive or because they are just not compatible to the architecture.

• we can execute queries completely on the GPU, but there are limits for what can
  be done with our approach.

• the system can learn, when using the co-processor for a certain task is beneficial
  and automatically decide, where to execute a task.
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In every evaluation we aim for a fair comparison between algorithms optimized for and running on a modern multi-core CPU against GPU-optimized algorithms. Because DBMS usually run on server hardware, we use server CPUs and GPUs; details are explained in Section 6.1 and in the Appendix.

1.3. Outline

In Chapter 2 we start off with explaining the environment for our research: while in disk-based DBMS most tasks were Input/Output (I/O) bound, Main Memory Database System (MMDBMS) make stored data available for the CPU with smaller latency and higher bandwidth. Hence, processing power has a higher impact in these systems and investigating other processing units makes more sense than before.

The most popular co-processor at the moment, the GPU, is explained in detail in Chapter 3. We start with the details about its architecture and the way it can be used by developers. With a series of benchmarks we give a first insight on how a GPU performs in certain categories compared to a CPU. Based on these findings we explain the further methodology of our work in Section 3.5. The terms static and dynamic task are explained there.

In Chapter 4 we take a deep look at candidates of three different classes of static tasks within a DBMS and explain how these algorithms work and perform on a GPU. While some application logic and query optimization can benefit from the GPU for certain input parameters, the maintenance task is not only data-intensive but also not “compatible” to the GPU’s architecture. Even without the transfer bottleneck, the CPU would be faster and more efficient in processing.

However, the most important task of any DBMS is query execution, which we consider to be a dynamic task. Because of the GPU’s characteristics we cannot use the approach of executing each database operator on its own as explained in Section 5.2. Instead we use the novel approach of generating code for each individual query and compile it at run-time. We present the approach, its advantages, especially for the GPU, as well as its limitations in Chapter 5.

Most tasks are not simply slower or faster on the GPU. Instead, it depends on the size of the input data and certain parameters that can only be determined at run-time. Because of the unlimited number of different situations and hardware-combinations we cannot decide at compile time, when to use which processing unit. The framework HyPE decides at run-time and is presented in Chapter 6.
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Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) today have to serve a rich variety of purposes. From simple user-administration and profile storage in a web community forum to complex statistical analysis on customer and sales data in world-wide acting corporations anything can be found. For a rough orientation the research community categorizes scenarios under two different terms: Online Transactional Processing (OLTP) and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). Until recently there was no system that could serve both workloads efficiently. If a user wanted to do both types of queries on the same data, replication from one system to another was needed. Nowadays, the target of the major DBMS vendors is to tackle both types efficiently in one system. The bottleneck of I/O operations in traditional disk-based DBMS makes it impossible to achieve this goal.

The concept of the MMDBMS eliminates this bottleneck and gives the computational power of the processor a new higher priority. Because I/O operations are cheaper on Random Access Memory (RAM), processes that were I/O-bound in disk-based system are often CPU-bound in MMDBMS. Co-processor provide immense processing speeds for problems of their domain. Their integration into a MMDBMS is a new chance to gain better performance for such CPU-bound tasks.

In this chapter, we explain how MMDBMSs work and what possibilities and challenges arise because of their architecture. In the first section we explain the difference between OLTP and OLAP workloads, which is necessary for a basic understanding of the challenges DBMS researchers and vendors face. The following Section 2.2 explains the recent changes in hardware that explain the rising interest in MMDBMSs. We take a look at the architecture and techniques used in HANA to support both scenarios, so-called mixed workloads.

For this thesis we focus on the GPU as co-processor, but there are of course other candidates. Before we get to the details of GPUs in the next chapter, we take a look at noticeable attempts that were already made to integrate different types of co-processors into a DBMS in Section 2.3.

2.1. OLTP and OLAP

Based on characteristics and requirements for a DBMS there are two fundamentally different workloads: OLTP and OLAP.

A DBMS designed for OLTP must be able to achieve a high throughput of read and—at the same time—write transactions. It must be able to keep the data in a consistent
state at every time and make sure that no data is lost even in case of a power failure or any other interruption. Additionally, transactions do not interfere in each others processing and are only visible, when they are completed successfully. These characteristics are know under the acronym ACID: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability [41]. Users and applications that used RDBMSs rely on the system to act according to these rules. Typical Structured Query Language (SQL) statements of a OLTP workload are shown in Listing 2.1. They are a mixture of accessing data with simple filter criteria, updating existing tuples and the insertion of new records into the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 2.1: Typical OLTP queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The requirements for a OLAP-optimized DBMS are different. Instead of simple and short transactions, they must support the fast execution of queries that analyze huge amounts of data. But in contrast to OLTP scenarios the stored data is not or only rarely changed. Therefore, the ACID rules do not play an important role in analytic scenarios. Compared to a OLTP scenario there are less queries, but every query accesses large amounts of data and usually involves much more calculations due to its complexity. A typical OLAP-query is shown in Listing 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 2.2: Query 6 of the TPC-H benchmark [100]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although classic RDBMSs support OLTP and OLAP workloads, they are often not capable of providing an acceptable performance for analytical queries. Especially in enterprise scenarios another system is used that is optimized solely for OLAP. These so-called data warehouses use read-optimized data structures to provide fast access to the stored records. Furthermore, they are optimized to do calculations on/with the data while scanning it. Because the data structures used do not support fast changes, OLAP systems perform poorly at update- or write-intensive workloads. Therefore, the data that was recorded by the OLTP system(s) must be transferred regularly. This happens in form of batch inserts into the data warehouse. Since this process also involves some form
of transformation to read-optimized schemes and data structures, it is called Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) [102]. The batch insert can contain data from a high number of different system. Their exports are converted and may be pre-processed, e.g., sorted and aggregated, before they are actually imported into the OLAP system [58].

A typical business example that shows the organization of different DBMS, is a global supermarket chain. Every product that is sold has to be recorded. However, the transaction is not completed when the product is registered by the scanner at checkout, but when the receipt is printed. Until then it must be possible to cancel the transaction without any change to the inventory or the revenue. Additionally, in every store hundreds or thousands transaction are made every day. This is a typical OLTP workload for a DBMS. Similar scenarios can be found at a warehouse, where the goods are distributed to the stores in the region. Here, every incoming and outgoing product is recorded just in time. In contrast to that a typical OLAP-query is to find the store with the lowest profit of a certain region, or the product that creates the highest revenue in a month. This OLAP workload is usually handled by the data warehouse, which holds the records of all stores and warehouses.

This solution has disadvantages: since at least two DBMS are involved, there is no guarantee that data is consistent between both. During the ETL process, it must be ensured that no records are lost or duplicated. Additionally, because there is not one single source of truth, every query has to be executed in the right system. But the most significant disadvantage is that the more sources there are, the longer the ETL process takes. Hence, the time until the data is available for analysis gets longer, when more data is recorded. Especially in global companies real-time analytics\(^1\) are not available with this approach [83].

2.2. Main Memory DBMS for a Mixed Workload

Most systems today use Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) as primary storage, because they provide huge amounts of memory at an affordable price. However, while CPU performance increased exponentially over the last years, HDD latency decreased and bandwidth increased only slowly. Table 2.1 lists the access latency of every memory type available in modern server hardware. There is a huge difference between HDD and RAM latency (and bandwidth as well), which is known as the memory gap. Therefore, the main performance bottleneck for DBMS nowadays (and at least in the last 20 years) is I/O. The first DBMSs that addressed this problem by holding all data in main memory while processing queries were available in the 1980s [26]. These MMDBMSs do not write intermediate results, e.g., joined tables, to disk like traditional disk-based system and therefore reduce I/O, especially for analytic queries, where intermediate results can become very large.

In recent years the amount of RAM fitting into a single machine passed the 1 TB mark and became cheap enough to replace the HDD in most business scenarios. Hence, the

\(^1\)This has of course nothing to do with the definition of real-time in computer science.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Type</th>
<th>Approximate Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>≈4 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>≈10 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>≈40–75 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache via Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI)</td>
<td>≈100–300 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>≈60 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM via QPI</td>
<td>≈100 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State Drive (SSD)</td>
<td>≈80 000 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>≈5,000,000 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.: Approximation of latency for memory access (reads) [64, 30, 105]

concept of MMDBMS was extended to not only keep active data in main memory, but use RAM as primary storage for all data in the system².

For DBMS vendors this poses a new challenge, because moving the primary storage to RAM means tuning data structures and algorithms for main memory characteristics and the second memory gap between CPU-caches and RAM. MMDBMS still need a persistent storage to prevent data loss in case of a power failure, therefore every transaction still triggers a write-to-disk operation. Hence, OLTP workloads can by principle not benefit as much as OLAP, but modern hardware enables these systems to provide acceptable performance for OLTP as well.

In the next sections we show some of the principle design decisions of relational MMDBMS on the example of SAP HANA. While other commercial RDBMS started off as disc-oriented systems and added main memory as primary storage in their products—e.g., SQLServer with Hekaton [20], DB2 with BLU [86], and Oracle with Times Ten [80]—HANA is built from the ground up to use main memory as the only primary storage.

2.2.1. SAP HANA Architecture

On the one hand SAP HANA is a standard RDBMS that supports pure SQL and, for better performance, keeps all data—intermediate results as well as stored data—in main memory. Hence, the system provides full transactional behavior while being optimized for analytical workloads. The design supports parallelization ranging from thread and core level up to distributed setups over multiple machines. On the other hand HANA is a platform for data processing specialized to the needs of SAP applications [21, 92, 22].

Figure 2.1 shows the general SAP HANA architecture. The core of the DBMS are the In-Memory Processing engines, where relational data can either be stored row-wise or column-wise. Data is usually stored in the column store, which is faster for OLAP scenarios as we will explain in Section 2.2.2. However, in case of clear OLTP workloads, HANA also provides a row store. The user of the system has to decide, where a table is stored at creation time, while the system handles the transfer between the storage engines when a query needs data from both. Hence, the ETL-process is not necessary,

²To emphasize the difference SAP HANA is sometimes called In-Memory DBMS
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As a data management platform, HANA allows graph data and text data to be stored in two specialized engines next to relational data. In every case, processing and storage are focused on main memory. If necessary tables can be unloaded to disk, but have to be copied to main memory again for processing. Because of this there is no need to optimized data structures in any way for fast disk access. Instead data structures as well as algorithms are built to be cache-aware to cope with the second memory gap. Furthermore, the engines compress the data using a variety of compression schemes. As we discuss in Section 2.2.3 this not only allows more data to be kept in main memory but speeds up query execution as well.

Applications communicate with the DBMS with the help of various interfaces. Standard applications can use the SQL interface for generic data management functionality. Additionally, SQLScript [9] enables procedural aspects for data processing within the DBMS. More specialized languages for problems of a certain domain are MDX for processing data in OLAP cubes, WIPE to query graphs [90, 89], and even an R integration for statistics is available [39]. SQL queries are translated into an execution plan by the plan generator, which is then optimized and executed. Queries from other interfaces are eventually transformed into the same type of execution plan and executed in the same engine, but are first described by a more expressive abstract data flow model in the calculation engine. Independent of the interface, the execution engine handles the parallel execution and the distribution over several nodes.

On top of the interfaces there is the Component for Connection and Session Management, which is responsible for controlling individual connections between the database layer and the application layer. The authorization manager governs the user’s permissions and the transaction manager implements snapshot isolation or weaker isolation levels. The metadata manager holds the information about where tables are stored in which form and on which machine if the system was set up in a distributed landscape. All data is kept in main memory, but to guarantee durability in case of an (unexpected)
shutdown data needs to be stored on disk (HDD or SSD) as well. During savepoints and merge operations (see Section 2.2.4) tables are completely written to disk; in between updates are logged. In case of a system failure, these logs are replayed to recover the last committed state [22].

2.2.2. Columnar Storage

Since relations are two-dimensional structures there has to be a form of mapping to store them in the one-dimensional address space of memory. In general there are two different forms: either relations are stored row-wise or column-wise.

As shown in Figure 2.2 in row-wise storage all values of a tuple are stored contiguously in memory. The most significant advantage is that the read access to a complete row as well the insertion of a new row, which often happens in OLTP scenarios, can be processed efficiently. In contrast column stores store all values of a column contiguously in memory. Therefore, access to a single row means collecting data from different positions in memory. In OLAP scenarios values of single attributes are regularly aggregated, which means that fast access to the whole column at once is beneficial. When queries access only a small number of columns in the table columnar storage allows to just ignore the other columns. Naturally, column stores have the advantage in these situations.

Main memory is still an order of magnitude more expensive than disk. Therefore, MMDBMSs use compression whenever possible before storing the data. In terms of compression, the columnar storage has an advantage: the information entropy of data stored within one column is lower than within one row. Every value is by definition of the same data type and similar to other values. Lower information entropy directly leads to better compression ratios [2]. It is easier, for instance, to compress a set of phone numbers than a set with a phone number, a name and an e-mail address. Additionally, often there is a default value that occurs in columns at a high frequency.

There are two different data layouts for column stores. MonetDB for instance uses the Decomposed Storage Model (DCM), which was first described by Copeland and Khoshafian [16]. Every value stored in the column gets an identifier to connect it with the other values of the same row, i.e., the row number of every value is explicitly stored. In MonetDB’s Binary Association Table (BAT) structure, there are special compression schemes to minimize the overhead of storing this identifier, e.g., by just storing beginning and end of the range.

The second layout—which is used by HANA—stores every column of a table in the
same order, so that the position of a value inside the column automatically becomes the row identifier. While the overhead for the row identifier is not there in this layout, individual columns cannot be re-ordered, which often is advantageous for compression algorithms (cf. next Section).

\section*{2.2.3. Compression}

Compression in DBMSs is a major research topic. Not only does it save memory, it makes it also possible to gain performance by using compression algorithms that favor decompression performance over compression ratio \cite{109, 1}. The reason is that, while we had an exponential rise in processing power for decades, memory bandwidth increased only slowly and latency for memory access, especially on disk, but also for main memory has been almost constant for years \cite{83}. The exponential growth in processing power was possible because transistors became constantly smaller. Therefore the number of transistors per chip doubled every 18 months. This effect was predicted in the 1960s \cite{69} and became know as Moore’s law. While the number of transistors directly influences processing power and memory capacity, it does not necessarily affect memory latency and bandwidth, neither for disk nor for main memory. Hence, Moore’s law cannot be applied to these characteristics. There was some growth in bandwidth (for sequential access!) but especially seek times for hard disks have not changed in years because they are limited by mechanical components. Main memory development was also slower than the CPU’s.

Therefore, even in MMDBMS I/O to main memory is the bottleneck in many cases, e.g., scanning a column while applying filter predicates is memory bound even with compression \cite{103}. Modern multi-core CPUs are just faster at processing the data than reading it from memory. By using compression algorithms we do not only keep the memory footprint small, we also accelerate query performance. This is of course only true for read-only queries, not for updates. Updates on compressed structures are a major problem, because they involve decompression, updating de-compressed data and re-compression of the structure. To prevent this process happening every time a value is update, they are usually buffered and applied in batches. We describe the details of this process in Section 2.2.4.

In HANA’s column store different compression schemes are used on top of each other. We describe the most important ones in the following paragraphs.

\section*{Dictionary Encoding}

A very common approach to achieve compression in column stores is dictionary or domain encoding. Every column consists of two data structures as depicted in Figure 2.3: a dictionary consisting of every value that occurs at least once in the column and an index vector. The index vector represents the column but stores references to the dictionary entries, so called value IDs, instead of the actual values.

In many cases the number of distinct values in one column is small compared to the number of entries in this column. In these cases the compression ratio can be immense.
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For typical comment columns or alike, in which almost every value is unique, there is mostly no effect on the memory footprint. If every value is distinct, even more space is needed.

Although numeric columns do not benefit from this type of compression in terms of memory usage, HANA stores all regular columns in dictionary encoded form. There are various reasons for that, e.g., the execution of some query types can be done more efficiently with the help of the dictionary. Obviously distinct queries can be answered by just returning the dictionary. Also, query plans for SQL-queries with a group by clause for example can be optimized better because the maximum number of rows in the result can be easily calculated because the size of the dictionary is known. But the most important reason for dictionary encoding is that compression techniques for the index vector can be applied independently of the type of the column.

**Bit-Compression for Index Vectors**

In combination with dictionary encoding the most efficient compression algorithm for the index vector is bit-compression. Usually the value IDs would be stored in a native, fixed-width type such as integer (or unsigned integer), i.e., every value ID needs 32 bit. Since we know the maximum value ID $v_{\text{max}}$ that occurs in the index vector—the size of the dictionary—we also know that all value IDs fit into $n = \lceil \log_2 v_{\text{max}} \rceil$ bit. Hence, we can just leave out the leading zeros, which makes bit-compression a special form of prefix-compression. With this approach we do not only achieve a high compression ratio in most scenarios, but we also gain scan performance. Because we are memory bound while scanning an uncompressed column and the de-compression of bit-compressed data can be implemented very efficiently with SIMD-instructions, the scan throughput is higher with compression [104, 103] than without. Moreover, bit-compression allows the evaluation of most predicates, e.g., the where-clause of SQL-statements, on-the-fly without de-compressing the value IDs. The performance depends strongly on the bit-
case, i.e., the size of one value ID in memory, but even with complex predicates we are still memory-bound when scanning with one thread only [103].

In contrast to the other compression techniques shown here, bit-compressed data can never be greater than the uncompressed value IDs. The only draw-back of this form of compression is that the direct access to a single value requires the decompression of one block of values. In most cases, however, the initial cache-miss dominates the access time. Therefore, similar to dictionary encoding this type of compression is used for every stored index vector in HANA.

**Further Light-Weight Compression (LWC) Techniques**

Additionally there are other forms of compression techniques used within HANA. One of the major requirements is that compressed data can be de-compressed fast while scanning and also while accessing single values, i.e., they are light-weight. Sophisticated algorithms, such as bzip2 or LZMA usually achieve a better compression ratio, but are just too slow for query execution. While most of the LWC-techniques work well for sequential scanning of a column, access times for single values vary.

In Figure 2.4 the used techniques for compression in HANA to date are depicted. They are explained in detail in [63].

*Prefix coding* eliminates the first values of the index vector when they are repeated. In most columns there is no great benefit to use it, except for sorted columns. However, this compression type introduces almost no overhead and does not affect scan performance. Therefore, it is often combined with other techniques.

*Sparse coding* works by removing the most frequent value IDs from the index vector and managing an additional bit vector, where the positions of removed value IDs are marked. Especially the default value often occurs in columns, therefore this algorithm achieves a good compression ratio in most cases. A disadvantage is that direct access requires the calculation of the value ID’s position in the compressed index vector by building the prefix sum of the bit vector. Depending on the position of the requested value ID this leads to a large overhead compared to the simple access.

*Run-length encoding* (RLE) (slightly modified version of [32]) compresses sequences of repeating value IDs by only storing the first value of every sequence in the index vector and the start of each sequence in another vector, which can also be bit-compressed. While this may achieve good compression ratios for columns, where values are clustered, there is the possibility that the compressed structure may need even more memory than the uncompressed index vector. Single access to a value ID at a given position requires a binary search in the vector that holds the starting positions and can therefore be expensive.

For *cluster coding* the index vector is logically split into clusters with a fixed number of value IDs. If one partition holds only equal value IDs, it is compressed to a single value ID. A bit vector stores whether the partition is compressed or not. Similar to RLE this achieves good ratios for clustered values, but the compression is limited by the chosen cluster size. Like with sparse coding a single lookup requires the calculation of the prefix sum for the bit vector and can therefore be expensive. Cluster coding can
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Prefix Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Prefix value:</th>
<th>Prefix count:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sparse Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Sparse value:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Run Length Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>RLE Start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 3 4 6 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Cluster size:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bitvector: 1110000001

Figure 2.4.: Compression algorithms for the index vector
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be extended to *indirect coding* by creating a dictionary for a cluster that contains more than one value ID.

Except for prefix compression the direct access to the value ID at a given position gets more expensive the larger the index vector gets. To limit the time needed for such an access, every compression is applied to blocks of values with a fixed size. This way every single lookup requires to calculate the right block number and the access to the structure that stores the compression technique for this block. Afterwards, the block needs to be de-compressed to access the value. The block-wise approach also has the advantage that the best compression algorithm can be chosen for parts of the index vector. Overall this gives a better compression ratio than using one technique for the complete column [63].

Re-Ordering Columns for Better Compression Ratios

All compression techniques shown in the last section do work best for columns that are sorted by the frequency of their value IDs. Especially having the most frequent value ID on top is the best situation in every case, because we can combine all techniques with prefix-coding (of course this is not necessary for RLE). Fortunately, relations do not guarantee any order. Therefore, HANA is free to re-arrange the rows to gain better performance or a smaller memory footprint. Of course, the columns cannot be sorted independently since this would require to map the row number to the position of a value ID. In most cases this would be more expensive (in terms of memory footprint and compression) than having no LWC at all. Hence, the system has to determine which column it sorts for a good performance. Finding the optimal solution for this problem is NP-complete [5]. Lenke et al [63] propose greedy heuristics to find a near-optimal solution. The key to finding a good solution is a combination of only considering columns with small dictionaries and applying the compression techniques to samples of each of these columns.

Compression of String Dictionaries

In typical business scenarios up to 50% of the total databases size are the dictionaries of string columns [87]. In many cases the largest of these dictionaries are the ones that are accesses rarely. In the TPC-H benchmark the *comment* column of the *lineitem* table is a typical example [100]. While it is the largest of all columns—uncompressed it is one fourth of the whole database size—there is no query that accesses it. The *comment* column of the *orders* table, one eighth of the total, is accessed in one of the 22 queries of the benchmark. The compression of these dictionaries is therefore essential to bring the memory footprint down, while there is no impact on the performance in many cases. Hence, in contrast to index vectors, it can also make sense to use heavy-weight compression on some string dictionaries. But the candidates have to be carefully chosen, since access to certain dictionaries may be performance critical. Ratsch [87] evaluates known compression schemes for string dictionaries in HANA and compares there suitability for common benchmarks. He achieves compression rates between 30% and 50% without a significant impact on the scan-performance. However, the time
needed for initially compressing the dictionaries has to be considered as well. The work shows that automatically determining the right scheme is a complicated task and cannot be done without access statistics and sample queries on the compressed data.

2.2.4. Main and Delta Storage

Although the compression techniques presented in the last section have different characteristics in terms of compression ratios, scan-, and single-lookup-performance, they have one thing in common: they have a noticeable impact on the write-performance. In many cases the update of a single value triggers the de- and re-compression of the whole structure that holds the column. The insertion of one row into a large table might take seconds, especially with all the algorithms that are executed to evaluate the optimal compression scheme for parts of the table. This therefore contradicts the original goal of building HANA as a MMDBMS to support mixed-workloads.

Since column stores have a poor write performance in general because of the memory layout, this is a common problem. The general idea is to buffer updates in a secondary data structure, while keeping the main storage static. C-Store [98], for instance, differentiates between Read-optimized Store (RS) and Writeable Store (WS) [94]. A so called Tuple Mover transfers data in batches from WS to RS.

HANA’s update buffer, called Delta Storage, is optimized to keep read- and write-performance in balance. It stores data in columns just like the main storage, but because it usually holds less data than the main storage, none of the compression techniques, except for dictionary encoding, are used. The delta dictionary is independent of the main dictionary, i.e., values may appear in both dictionaries with different value IDs. In consequence a insertion operation only triggers a lookup in the delta dictionary. In case the value is already there, the value ID is inserted into the column. If the value is not in the column, it is inserted and a new value ID is assigned. While the main dictionary is stored as a sorted array, where the value ID is the position of a value inside the array, the delta dictionary has to use a structure which consists of two parts to provide fast look-ups and insertions. First, values are stored in an array in order of their insertions. The value ID is the position of the of the value within the array. However, finding the value ID belonging to a value takes $O(n)$ operations. Therefore, values are also inserted in a B+-Tree, where they are used as key and the value ID is the (tree-)value. This way, the value ID belonging to a value can be found with $O(\log n)$ operations. Insertions have the same complexity.

HANA uses an insert-only approach, i.e., update operations delete the old entry and insert a new one. Because removing the row from main storage immediately would be expensive, it is marked invalid in a special bit-vector instead and finally removed when the delta is merged into the main storage. HANA also supports temporal data, then the bit-vector is replace with two time stamps that mark the time range for which the entry was valid [55].

With the delta approach the main storage can be optimized solely for reading and it can be stored on HDDs as is to guarantee durability. In contrast the delta storage is kept only in main memory, but operations are logged to disk. In case of a a system
failure, the main storage can simply be loaded and the delta log has to be replayed to return to the last committed state. Of course data has to be moved from delta buffer to main storage at some point in time. This process—called Delta Merge—creates a new main dictionary with entries from the old main and delta dictionary. Afterwards all value IDs have to be adjusted to the new dictionary. This can be done without look-ups in the new dictionary by creating a mapping from old to new IDs while merging the dictionaries. During the whole operation all write transactions are redirected to a new delta buffer, read transaction have to access the old main and delta as well as the new delta storage. Except for the short time, when the new delta and main are activated, there is no locking required. In Section 4.3 we take a closer look at the creation of the new dictionary.

2.3. Related Work: Using Co-processors in a DBMS

Before we focus on GPUs for the remainder of this thesis, we take a look at related work that concentrates on other available co-processors in the context of DBMS.

FPGAs are versatile vector processors that provide a high throughput. Müller and Teubner provide an overview of how and where FPGAs can be used to speed up DBMS in [70]. One of their core messages is that an FPGA can speed up certain operations but should—like the GPU—be used as a co-processor next to the CPU. In [97] the same authors present a concrete use case: doing a stream join on the FPGA.

The stream join was also evaluated on the cell processor in [29, 28]. However, the cell processor is not a typical co-processor but a heterogeneous platform that provides different types of processing units, the PowerPC Processing Element (PPE) and 8 Synergistic Processing Elements (SPEs). The PPE is similar to a typical CPU core, while the SPEs work together like a vector machine. The co-processing concept is inherent in this architecture, because the developer has to decide which processing unit to use for every algorithm. We will face similar challenges in the future with heterogeneous architectures that provide CPU and GPU on the same chip. The same authors also published work about sorting on the cell processor [27].

Recently Intel announced its own co-processor: the Xeon Phi, also called Many Integrated Core (MIC), which is a descendent of Larrabee [91]. For the Xeon Phi, Intel adapted an older processor architecture and inter-connected a few dozen cores with a fast memory bus. The architecture focuses on parallel thread execution and SIMD instructions with wider registers than Xeon processors. It still supports x86 instructions, so a lot of software can be ported by re-compiling it. However, to gain performance algorithms have to be adjusted or re-written to support a higher number of threads and vector-processing. Intel published a few insights on the architecture on the use case of sorting in [71]. In 2013 the Xeon Phi also started supporting OpenCL. Therefore, it should be possible to use algorithms written for the GPU. Teodoro et al. compared the performance of GPU, CPU and Xeon Phi in [96].

In a typical computer system there are other co-processors next to the GPU that can be used for general purpose calculations. Gold et al. showed that even a network
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processor can be used to execute hash joins [31].
3. GPUs as Co-Processors

In the last decade GPUs became more and more popular for general purpose computations that are not only related to graphic’s processing. While there are lots of tasks from different fields ported to the GPU [82], the best known and maybe most successful one is password cracking. With the help of commodity hardware in form of graphic cards it became possible for almost everyone to guess passwords in seconds instead of hours or even days [51]. This shows that the GPU has an immense potential to speed up computations. Additionally, it seems that the GPU will be integrated directly into almost every commercial CPU in the future. Therefore, we think that it is the most important co-processor architecture at the moment and concentrate on GPUs for general purpose calculations for the remainder of the thesis.

GPUs use a different architecture than CPUs to process data in a parallel manner. There are similarities with other co-processors, such as FPGAs and Intel’s recently released architecture Xeon Phi. While CPUs use a low number of powerful cores with features such as branch prediction and out-of-order-processing, FPGAs, GPUs, and Xeon Phis consist of dozens to hundreds of weak processing units, which have to be used in parallel to achieve good (or even acceptable) performance. Therefore most of the findings in this thesis also apply to other co-processors, especially if they can be programmed with the OpenCL framework.

We describe the key aspects of the GPU’s architecture and compare it to the CPU in Section 3.1. The main problem when offloading calculations to an external co-processor is, that it has to communicate with the CPU to get input data and transfer the results back. We discuss the influence of this bottleneck in Section 3.2. To interact with GPUs developers have the choice between direct programming and the usage of libraries that transparently process data on the GPU. OpenCL\(^1\) and CUDA\(^2\) are the two most common frameworks to program GPUs directly. There characteristics and available libraries for the GPU are described in Section 3.3. The main part of this chapter in Section 3.4 focuses on different micro benchmarks to show the strong- and weak-points of the GPU. Based on the characteristics we can derive from these benchmarks we draw a conclusion and outline the remainder of the thesis in Section 3.5.

3.1. SIMD Processing and Beyond

Flynn specified four classes of machine operations [24], which are still used today to differentiate between parallel processor architectures. We introduce the taxonomy in

\(^1\)http://www.khronos.org/opencl/
\(^2\)http://www.nvidia.com/cuda
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Subsection 3.1.1. However, neither CPU nor GPU fall into only one category. Both architectures are mixed, but have a tendency. In Section 3.1.2 we discuss this further.

3.1.1. Flynn’s Taxonomy

The four classes of Flynn’s Taxonomy are shown in Figure 3.1:

**Single Instruction Single Data (SISD)** describes a processor with one processing unit that works on one data stream. In this work we often refer to this as sequential processing. Before the first SIMD instruction sets, e.g., MMX, 3DNow!, and Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE), were introduced, single core processors were working in a pure SISD manner.

**Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)** means that a number of processing units are executing the same statements on different data streams. In the 1970s vector processors were working like that. Today most processors (CPUs and GPUs) have parts that work in a SIMD fashion.

**Multiple Instruction, Single Data (MISD)** requires a number of processing units to do different instructions on the same data stream. This processing model can be used for fault tolerance in critical systems. Three or more processors do the same operation and there results are compared.

**Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD)** describes processing units that can independently work on different data streams. In contrast to just using multiple SISD processors this approach allows to share resources that are not needed exclusively, e.g., the memory bus or caches.

Multi-Core CPUs can be roughly classified as MIMD and GPUs as SIMD architectures. However, both have aspects of the other architecture. The MIMD-nature of modern multi-core CPUs is obvious to most developers. Threads can work independently on different algorithms and data segments in at the same time. However, with instruction sets such as SSE and Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) it is also possible to parallelize execution within one thread, e.g., building the sum of multiple integers with one instruction. This SIMD aspect of the CPU is almost hidden, because in most cases this type of processing happens without the developer’s explicit interference. The compiler analyses the code and uses SIMD-instructions automatically. Nevertheless these instructions can be used explicitly and the benefit may be dramatic in some cases [104, 103].

Nowadays, no (pure) SISD processors can be found in server, desktop, or mobile computers. Even single-core CPUs usually have more than one processing unit to execute SIMD instructions. Multi-Core CPUs and GPUs, as well as Xeon Phis, are a mixture of SIMD and MIMD processors. However, the SIMD aspect of GPUs is important because of the high number of cores that work in single lock step mode. On the CPU SIMD is available in form of instructions, which are used by modern compilers automatically.
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Figure 3.1.: Flynn’s taxonomy

3.1.2. Hierarchy of Parallelism—the GPU Architecture

While GPUs are often referred to as SIMD processors, its architecture is actually MIMD-SIMD-hybrid. Figure 3.2 depicts the simplified *NVIDIA Kepler GK110* architecture, which we explain exemplary in this section. We use the NVIDIA terminology for the description, the concepts in principle are similar to hardware of other vendors.

The 2880 processing cores on the GPU are grouped in 15 Streaming Multi Processors (SMXs). 192 cores on each SMX share a single instruction cache, 4 schedulers, and a large register file. They are interconnected with a fast network, which among other things provides (limited) access to registers of other cores. Hence, all the cores of one SMX are tightly coupled and designed for SIMD processing. Consequently, threads on the cores are executed in groups of 32. Such a group is called a *warp* and is able to execute only 2 different instructions per cycle, i.e., in every case at least 16 cores execute exactly the same instruction, they run in single-lock-step mode.

Compared to the internals of a SMX the coupling between different SMXs of a GPU is loose. Threads are scheduled in blocks by the so-called GigaThread engine, there is no global instruction cache, and the cores of different SMXs cannot communicate directly. In consequence, no synchronization between threads of different SMXs is possible. They operate independently and represent the MIMD processing part of the GPU’s architecture. Hence, one SMX works similar to a vector machine, but the whole GPU is more like a multi-core vector machine.
3. GPUs as Co-Processors

The memory hierarchy supports this hybrid processing model. Not only do processing cores of one SMX share a register file, they also have fast access to 64 kB of Shared Memory. This can be configured to either act as L1 cache or as memory for fast data exchange. In each SMX there is additional read-only and texture memory, which is optimized for image processing. Between SMXs there is no other way to share data than using DRAM. While DRAM on the GPU usually has a much higher bandwidth than the RAM used for CPUs it also has a much higher latency (a few hundred cycles in modern GPUs). In contrast to CPU processing, where thread/context-switches wipe registers, on the GPU every thread keeps its own registers in the register file. Therefore, it is possible to load one warp’s data from DRAM to the registers while other warps are running. This method of overlapping is the key for good performance on the GPU, but makes it necessary to execute much more threads than cores. Otherwise, most threads wait for DRAM, while only a few can be executed. Depending on the scenario this under-utilization happens when there are less than be 10 to 100 threads per core. Modern GPUs address the problem of the DRAM’s high latency by providing one L2 cache for all SMXs that operates automatically—similar to the L2 cache on CPUs. On Kepler it has a size of 1538 kB. Since memory is always accessed by a half-warp, the GPU is optimized for coalesced access. Again this is simplified but it means that consecutive threads should access consecutive memory addresses. More information about this topic and details about Kepler can be found in the best practices guide for CUDA [73] and the architecture whitepaper [77].

3.1.3. Programming Model for GPU Parallelism

The hybrid architecture of multiple SIMD-processors requires a different way of applying parallel aspects to algorithms. With threads as parallel execution paths on the one hand the differences in SIMD and MIMD cannot be expressed. Simple parallel instruction and paradigms such as OpenMP’s parallel for on the other hand are not flexible enough; the same counts for special SIMD instructions such as Intel’s SSE or AVX. Therefore,
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A model of workgroups and threads to differentiate between the MIMD and the SIMD aspects was introduced. Both, OpenCL and CUDA are implementations of this model, we take a look at their differences in Section 3.3.

When you launch a function on the GPU, it will start a fixed number of workgroups and each workgroup consists of a fixed number of threads. Although this is not exact, it makes sense to imagine that one SMX executes a workgroup with all its cores. Workgroups run independent of each other and can only be synchronized by ending the function and starting a new one. In contrast to the workgroups themselves their threads can be easily synchronized and are able to exchange data via a small block of shared memory, which can be accessed with a very low latency (a few cycles depending on the hardware). The number of threads per workgroup is usually called workgroup size. Since at least one warp is always executed, it makes sense to choose a multiple of 32 as workgroup size. In some situations it is useful to know that a group of 32 threads needs no explicit synchronization, but in most cases hardware and compiler take care of an optimization like this. Hence, threads of one workgroup should be handled as if they run in lock-step mode, i.e., every thread executes the same instruction on data in its registers in one cycle.

3.2. Communication between CPU and GPU

The way of communication between the CPU and the GPU depends on the GPU’s type. In general, we can differentiate between three classes of co-processors by looking at their integration into the computer’s CPU.

1. Co-processors such as most graphic cards today are connected via the PCI-Express (PCIe) bus, i.e., data has to be transferred to the graphic cards memory, where the GPU can access it. For data-intensive tasks this is the bottleneck [37]. Intel’s XeonPhi and FPGAs are also usually connected via PCIe.

2. The second class of co-processors is tightly integrated into the system bus. The GPU part of AMD’s APUs fits into that category. It still operates on its own but it shares memory with the CPU [17]. Therefore data can be transferred much faster.

3. Modern CPUs consist of a collection of co-processors of the third class. The FPU for instance is now integrated and has special registers on the CPU. Cryptographic processors also fall into this category. There are special instructions for these co-processors in the CPU’s set. A software developer usually does not explicitly use the instructions since the compiler or interpreter automatically does that.

In this work we are focusing on the first class of co-processors, also called external co-processors. In Chapter 6 we will address the second class, which is at the moment often referred to as heterogeneous processor architecture.
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3.3. Software Frameworks and Libraries

Co-processors for general-purpose calculations require special software to use them. Developers have to decide whether they want to use a framework to write low-level-code or libraries that provide functions for a certain domain. When programming for NVidia GPUs, which are used in all experiments in this thesis, one has the choice between using OpenCL and CUDA. The advantage of OpenCL over CUDA is that not only other co-processors but also the CPU is able to execute it. We conducted some experiments that show that we can run OpenCL code developed for the GPU on the CPU without changes (see Section 5.5.3). Although this might be slower than a native parallel CPU implementation, it is still faster than sequential execution. Next to CPUs, other GPU vendors also support OpenCL. AMD even stopped developing Stream, which was their specific framework for General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) computing. Intel also provides OpenCL for their GPUs and for the Xeon Phi. We expect future devices from different vendors to use OpenCL as well, because it is an open specification and many applications already support it.

Both frameworks focus on parallel architectures and are very similar in principle. The code running on the GPU—more general the device—is called kernel and uses the programming model of workgroups and threads as explained above. OpenCL and CUDA are both dialects of the C programming language. In many cases it is easy to transform code between CUDA-C and OpenCL-C, because it is mostly a matter of translating keywords. For example, synchronizing threads is done by __syncthreads() in CUDA and barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE) in OpenCL. In general CUDA provides more language features, such as object orientation and templates, as well as more functional features. As long as the missing functional features in OpenCL do not limit the algorithm the run-time of OpenCL and CUDA kernels for the same purpose is comparable in most cases. According to the authors of [53] OpenCL is mostly slower (13% to 63%) on NVidia GPUs, but they found that often there is no difference in performance at all. However, sometimes kernels can be designed in another way with features only available in CUDA, such as Dynamic Parallelism and dynamic memory allocation. The first one allows to spawn kernels from inside other kernels and the synchronization of all threads on the device and the second feature allows developers to allocate memory inside kernels. This opens up new possibilities, which might affect performance as well (see Section 3.4.1).

The conceptional difference between OpenCL and CUDA is the way, kernels are compiled. CUDA has to be compiled by NVidia’s nvcc and the object files are then linked to the CPU object code. To support future devices the compiler allows to include an intermediate code, called PTX, which is generated by nvcc at compile time and then used to produce the binary code for the specific device by the CUDA run-time. Because OpenCL targets a wider range of devices, it makes no sense to deliver device-specific code and ship it with the binaries in advance. Instead the OpenCL code is compiled at run-time by the driver of the device. In Chapter 5 we use this feature for our query execution framework.

In Section 3.1.2 we already mentioned that there are details about the architecture, that are performance critical when unknown, e.g., coalesced memory access or under-
utilization. There are many other pitfalls in GPU-programming, but similar to CPU software there are already libraries that provide optimized algorithms for certain domains.

**Thrust**  Similar to the Standard Template Library (STL) in C++ the Thrust library provides basic algorithms to work with vectors of elements. It provides transformations, reductions, and sorting algorithms for all data types available on the GPU.

**CUBLAS**  Algorithms for the domain of linear algebra is available for NVIDIA devices in form of the CUBLAS. As the name suggests the library provides the common Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) interface to handle vectors and matrices. The CUSPARSE library provides similar algorithms for sparse matrices and vectors.

**CUFFT**  The CUFFT library provides the CUDA version of Fourier transforms, which are often needed in signal processing.

**NPP**  The NVIDIA Performance Primitives are a library for image and video processing. In contrast to the other libraries, where every function spawns at least one kernel, the functions of the NPP can also be called from within kernels.

**unified SDK**  The BLAS and FFT primitives are also available in OpenCL as part of the unified SDK. It also includes the former Media SDK with video pre- and post-processing routines.

Another way to use parallel co-processors without handling the details of the underlying hardware is OpenACC [79]. With OpenACC developers can use patterns to give the compiler hints on what can be parallelized and executed on the GPU. Listing 3.1 shows code for the matrix multiplication in C with OpenACC. The **pragma** in line 1 tells the compiler that the following code block should be executed on the co-processor, a and b are input variables, and c has to be copied back to the host after kernel execution. By describing the dependencies between the iterations of a loop, the compiler can decide how to parallelize execution. **Loop independent** in lines 3 and 5 encourages to distribute the execution over multiple cores while **loop seq** forces the execution of one loop to one core, because every iteration depends on the previous one.

```
# pragma acc kernels copyin(a,b) copy(c)
{
  #pragma acc loop independent
  for (i = 0; i < size; ++i) {
    #pragma acc loop independent
    for (j = 0; j < size; ++j) {
      #pragma acc loop seq
      for (k = 0; k < size; ++k) {
```

Listing 3.1: Matrix multiplication in OpenACC
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3.4. Micro-Benchmarks

In research, magazine articles, blogs and tutorials [82, 8, 23] are a lot of “do’s and don’ts” can be found when it comes to GPU processing. One of the ubiquitous claims is that a problem must be “large enough” to justify offloading to the GPU. Hence, small problem sizes should not be calculated on the GPU. Another “don’t”, which is especially important for problems in the DBMS domain, is that you should not process strings on the GPU. In this section we present some simple micro-benchmarks we designed to evaluate these claims.

There are three reasons why “small” problems are always calculated faster on the CPU:

1. Starting a kernel requires the CPU to push the code to the GPU and transfer the kernels parameters before the calculation can begin.

2. Since we use the external GPU, we have to transfer input data to the GPU and the results back.

3. Because of the parallel architecture, the workload has to be large enough to be distributed over all cores.

In Section 3.4.1 we conduct some experiments to measure the overhead for the first two points. To overcome the transfer problem (point 2), it is often suggested to overlap transfer and computations. We show how this method can be used and what its implications are in Section 3.4.3. Although many problems can benefit from the GPU’s parallel architecture, there is a break-even point in workload size, at which the GPU can be fully utilized (point 3). We try to get a feeling for this break even point in Section 3.4.4 on the example of matrix multiplication. Finally, in Section 3.4.5 we take a look at the claim that the GPU is not good at string processing.

3.4.1. Memory Bandwidth and Kernel Overhead

When involving external co-processors for calculations there is always some overhead for transferring the data needed and calling the kernel.

**Transfer** In the first experiment we copy data from the main memory to the device and compare the two different modes that are available in CUDA (and OpenCL as well). The default transfer is done on page-able data in main memory, i.e., we can transfer data from any memory segment accessible by the process. In this mode the CPU pushes data
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to the GPU after checking if the page is in main memory at the moment or swapped to
disk. The second mode transfers data from pinned memory to the GPU. The operating
system guarantees that a pinned page is always in main memory and will not be swapped
at any time. Therefore the GPU can transfer the data without interaction of the CPU
with Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). To use pinned transfer, the process has
to allocate pinned memory or pin already allocated memory. Then the process tells the
GPU’s copy engine to transfer data from a given memory segment and continues with
other operations. We can see in Figure 3.3 on the left that copying from pinned memory
is always faster than the default operation. What is often concealed is that pinning
memory involves an expensive system call. As shown in the Figure the Pin call takes at
least 300 µs, which is approximately the time needed to transfer one megabyte of data.
For larger memory segments it takes almost the same time like copying the data right
away. Therefore, it makes no sense to naively pin memory to transfer data only once. In
Section 3.4.3 we discuss how pinned memory can be used instead for streaming to avoid
the costs for pinning large amounts of memory. In Section 5.1 we take another look at
different solutions for the transfer problem.

Kernel Invocation

Starting a kernel requires the CPU to initialize a connection with
the GPU via PCIe bus. The GPU then has to reserve resources and prepare the envi-
ronment for the kernel execution. Compared to a function call on the CPU this is very
expensive. NVidia’s new GPU architecture “Kepler” introduced a new feature called
“Dynamic Parallelism” that allows to start kernels from inside other kernels and syn-
chronize all threads on the device without the CPU’s interaction [77].³ We conducted
a small experiment to check if we can gain performance from this new feature. In the
experiment we pair-wise multiply the elements of two arrays containing 100 mio double-
precision numbers. Every thread reads two numbers from the arrays, multiplies them,
and writes the result back to a result array. Usually we would start one kernel and choose
the number of workgroups and threads so that one thread had to multiply only a few
elements (in Section 5.5.4 we evaluate a good number of threads to start). For the sake
of our experiment we split the workload and start multiple kernels. Every kernel now
starts one thread per pair, i.e., every thread executes exactly one multiplication. We
wait for each kernel to finish and do a global synchronization before we start the next
one. The more kernels we use the more overhead for invocation and synchronization will
be necessary. For the traditional approach we start the kernels directly from the CPU.
With Dynamic Parallelism we start one initial kernel with one workgroup and one thread
that starts the multiply-kernels. Naturally, we would assume that Dynamic Parallelism
is faster because no communication between CPU and GPU seems to be involved when
new kernels are started.

Figure 3.4 shows that we need around 16 ms to execute the task with 10 kernels, each
having 39062 workgroups. Note that we start a thread for every single multiplication.
Independent of the approach, using a high number of kernels slows the process down.
The high execution time for more than 10,000 partitions/kernels is mostly due to the

³At least there is no visible interaction from a developer’s view.
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underutilized GPU. In this case every kernel starts 40 workgroups with 256 threads each to do the work. Although 10000 threads should be enough to utilize all cores, most of them have to wait for I/O because of the high latency of the GPU’s RAM. More threads are better to hide this latency. If this was the only reason, there should not be a large overhead for 500 partitions, where every kernel starts around 800 workgroups. Still the calculations take more than 10/18 ms (traditional/Dynamic Parallelism) longer than just using one kernel, which can only be caused by synchronization and overhead for starting new kernels. We can also see that it actually takes longer to start kernels from the GPU with Dynamic Parallelism than on the CPU with the traditional approach. For 10 kernel starts the whole process takes around 600 µs longer with Dynamic Parallelism and 10 kernels, the absolute difference for 100,000 kernels is around 1.4 s. So we can draw two conclusions from this experiment: first, global synchronization should be avoided and the less kernel calls are needed in the algorithm the better. Second, in its current state Dynamic Parallelism does not change performance for the better. At least not, if we use one thread on the GPU to fulfill the role of the GPU as we do here.

3.4.2. Single Core Performance

GPUs may have many cores, but these cores are very weak compared to a CPU core. For the following experiment we executed the naive matrix multiplication algorithm shown in Listing 3.2 on the CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2665 at 2.40 GHz) and on the GPU (K20 at 732 MHz). 4

We do not measure transfer but pure execution time, Figure 3.5 shows the execution time for multiplying two square matrices. The CPU is approximately 250 times faster, independent of the size. Although we cannot just conclude that a CPU core is 250 times faster, as there are other parameters such as cache and memory bandwidth that play a

4See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
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![Figure 3.5. Execution time for matrix multiplication on a single core](image)

role, but the experiment shows the importance of using parallel algorithms and as many cores as possible to get a good performance on the GPU.

Listing 3.2: Naive algorithm for matrix multiplication

```c
for (uint i = 0; i < size; ++i) {
    for (uint j = 0; j < size; ++j) {
        for (uint k = 0; k < size; ++k) {
            C[i + j * size] = C[i + j * size] + A[i + k * size] * B[k + j * size];
        }
    }
}
```

Of course this experiment says nothing about the ability of GPUs to multiply matrices, any other sequential algorithm would have shown a similar behavior. In Section 3.4.4 we show the performance for GPU and CPU when optimized algorithms are used on multiple cores.

### 3.4.3. Streaming

In Section 3.4.1 we discussed that pinned memory transfers have a higher bandwidth but require the time-consuming allocation of pinned memory on the CPU. So by just pinning memory segments before transfer, there is no benefit. The real advantage of pinned transfers is that they can be done asynchronously, i.e., the CPU can continue working while the GPU does the transfer. Additionally, the PCIe bus supports full-duplex communication and modern GPUs have two copy engines. Hence, we can copy data from and to the GPU simultaneously at full bandwidth. To gain advantage from this we have to change the way we do uploads to and downloads from the GPU’s memory. Instead of allocating pinned memory for all of the data to be transferred at once, the 4-way-concurrency pattern can be used to achieve the same high bandwidth with a small pinned memory buffer [93].
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We explain and evaluate this pattern by taking a look at a very simple algorithm that is part of the Delta Merge process explained in Section 2.2.4. In SAP HANA every distinct value of one column is stored in a sorted dictionary and the values in the column are references to the entries in the dictionary. The Delta Merge rebuilds the dictionary in a first step and updates the references in a second one. We concentrate on the second step which uses a mapping from the old reference to the new reference to update the column. Since references are just integers, the mapping is an array, where each new reference is stored at the position of the old one. Therefore, the algorithm just iterates over the vector of references, and replaces each element with the mapped value as shown in Listing 3.3.

```c
// src and dest can point to the same address
void recode_cpu(int *dest, const int *src,
                 const int *map, size_t size) {
    for (uint idx = 0; idx < size; ++idx) {
        dest[idx] = map[src[idx]];
    }
}
```

For a parallel implementation on the CPU we can simply use OpenMP’s parallel_for. There are no dependencies between the loop iterations, so OpenMP starts enough threads to saturate all CPU cores and distributes the work evenly. The parallel GPU implementation does the same, but because we want to use streaming, a bit more effort is necessary: first, we copy the map to the device memory. Afterwards, processing and streaming of the reference vector overlaps with the help of the 4-way-concurrency pattern. We allocate three pinned buffers in the CPU’s RAM and three corresponding buffers in the device memory. Now we do four things at once as depicted in Figure 3.6:

- the CPU copies references to the first buffer
- the GPU’s copy engine copies references from a second buffer to the GPU’s memory (first buffer there)
- the GPU processes the references in the second buffer
- the GPU’s second copy engine copies the already processed elements from the third buffer on the GPU to the third buffer in main memory

Additionally, we copy the elements from the third CPU buffer to the target memory as part of the first step.

In Figure 3.7 we can see the throughput (on the Z600\(^5\)) for a vector with 4 GB of integers depending on the size of the mapping array. An 1 kB array holds 256 different integers, i.e., there are 256 different entries in the column’s dictionary. The references are

\(^5\)See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
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![Diagram of streaming with the 4-way concurrency pattern](image)

Figure 3.6.: Streaming with the 4-way concurrency pattern

![Graph showing throughput vs. size](image)

Figure 3.7.: Streaming on the example of the recode algorithm
uniformly distributed over the column vector. The blue and the red curve are the ones to compare: blue is the CPU using all its cores, red is the GPU. We also added the sequential CPU implementation \textit{CPU (Seq)} as a baseline. \textit{GPU (t)} shows the throughput for only transferring without executing the kernel and \textit{GPU (s)} is the GPU process without the initial transfer of the mapping array.

The throughput for small mapping arrays is higher, because the array itself fits into the CPU’s caches. Therefore, only the reading and writing of the column vector requires access to slower main memory. Since every value in the column vector is touched only once, reading and writing cannot benefit from the cache. The larger the mapping array gets, the more access to slower caches (L2 and L3) is needed. As we can see 13 GB/s is the upper limit for reading the column vector from memory and writing it back. At 8 MB the array does not fit into the L3 cache anymore, and a third random memory access is needed every time a part of the mapping array is not in cache. At more than 128 MB the cache is practically useless; because of the uniform distribution every access to the mapping array is a cache miss. In contrast to the sequential reading and writing of the column vector the random access is much slower. The throughput is constant at 1 GB/s.

The GPU’s streaming throughput is around 7 GB/s. Until 256 kB there is no difference between \textit{GPU (s)} and \textit{GPU total}, i.e., the GPU processes a segment faster than it transfers the next one. In these cases the mapping array fits into the GPU’s Cache. With larger arrays we have more cache misses and execution takes longer than transfer (just streaming the data—\textit{GPU (s)}—is independent of the array size). For array sizes larger than 128 MB the GPU is faster than the CPU, because both devices cannot use their caches and random access to the GPU’s memory is faster. If the array becomes larger than 256 MB the throughput on the GPU decreases and the array’s initial transfer becomes the bottleneck.

We can show here that data intensive algorithms can benefit from the high bandwidth on the GPU if they are stream-able and the caches on the CPU get too small to hold data that is periodically needed. However, this example is certainly artificial. Scenarios, where dictionaries contain more than 20,000,000 entries and these are uniformly distributed are not found often. Also, references are usually bit-packed/compressed. Therefore, the re-encoding requires more computation and less transfer [104]. It is hard to predict the effect on our comparison, because the CPU algorithm is also memory bound and will therefore benefit from the compression as well.

3.4.4. Matrix Multiplication

Operations on large matrices are often said to benefit from execution on the GPU. However, for every operation there is a break-even point at which it starts to make sense to use an external co-processor. For small matrices the overhead to start a kernel on the GPU is too high and because of the parallel architecture the calculations cannot utilize all cores on the GPU and therefore use only a fraction of the available power.

In fact, a good implementation should use an instruction to bypass the caches for reading and writing the vector.
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On the example of square matrix multiplication we compare three libraries for linear algebra to find the break-even point. For the experiment we use the K20 GPU and measure transfer of input and result as well as the execution time. On the CPU we use the single-threaded Eigen library, the multi-threaded Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL), and on the GPU the CUBLAS library, which is part of the CUDA toolkit. The results are shown in Figure 3.8 in linear scale on the left and logarithmic scale on the right. Although the Eigen library uses only one core for calculations on the CPU, it is faster than the GPU for the multiplication of matrices smaller than approximately $2500 \times 2500$ double precision elements. The MKL, which saturates the 12 CPU-cores during calculation, is up to 10 times faster than Eigen for multiplying matrices smaller than $2000 \times 2000$. For larger matrices the speedup is around 3 to 4. At a size of $5000 \times 5000$ CUBLAS is faster than both CPU implementations. If the matrix is even larger the speedup of the GPU compared to the CPU is dramatic. The computation of $15000 \times 15000$ elements on the GPU is 20 times faster than on the CPU with Eigen and 4 times faster than the MKL.

3.4.5. String Processing

In the last experiments we have seen that the GPU is well suited to handle data types such as integers and floating point numbers. In this section we want to evaluate how the GPU handles strings. An indicator that GPUs may not be good at this is that no official library is able to work with strings. Even very simple string-operations, such as comparisons, are not available and have to be implemented by the application developer.

There are two main problems when dealing with strings: first, variable length values do not fit well to the SIMD processing architecture of GPUs. There is always a fixed number of processing cores doing the same instruction. We cannot dynamically assign

---

7See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
8http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/
work to each of them, but variable length values require exactly this. Second, Strings—even with constant length—are data intensive and require only a very small amount of processing in general, e.g., a string comparison often requires just the comparison of the first character. The transfer to the GPU therefore often dominates the processing time.

A popular suggestion to cope with the problem is dictionary encoding. If there is only a small number of distinct values, this limits the amount of actual string operations to a minimum. In case of a lot of unique values, we can process the dictionary itself on the CPU and the references on the GPU. This leads to the situation that either GPU and CPU have to communicate every time a string operation is needed or that the CPU has to pre-process everything, which can easily lead to unnecessary overhead. An equi-join on a string column for instance would mean that the CPU has to prepare a mapping for the string references in the joined columns, but in most cases the GPU may only need parts of these mappings. Hence, dictionary encoding with large dictionaries only makes sense if it is the minor part of the workload, otherwise the GPU will barely be used.

To evaluate these thoughts we compared the CPU/GPU performance of two operations which are often used on databases with columns containing strings. The first operation checks how many strings in one column of a column-wise stored table start with a given string (\textit{startswith}-operation). The second operation searches all values for a sub-string (\textit{substring}-operation) and returns the number of values that match.

For both operations we implemented three different versions:

- **std**: In the first approach we used the containers of the C++ standard library. The column is a simple vector of strings. Since there is no library available which handles strings on the GPU, this was only tested on the CPU. It is our baseline.

- **Custom**: Our hand-written implementation uses one block of memory to store all strings contiguously. An array holds the information on where one value starts and how long it is (of course one of these variables would be enough, but for the GPU this gives a few advantages). The core of the substring operation is the Boyer-Moore-Horspool algorithm. We tried different implementations and decided to use the OpenSource implementation from \url{https://github.com/FooBarWidget/boyer-moore-horspool}, because it shows the best performance. As a side note: we had to implement basic functions such as \texttt{strstr()} for the GPU on our own and used them for both implementations. Interestingly our \texttt{strstr()} is around 20\% faster than the C library’s, because—with \texttt{memcmp()}—it does only check for equality not for greater/lesser.

- **Dictionary**: We used our Custom structure as dictionary and a simple array holds the references to the dictionary. We implemented it as read-only structure, i.e., the strings in the dictionary are sorted like in SAP HANA’s main storage.

These three implementations of the two operations are now executed with three different settings:

- **Single**: The sequential CPU implementation is straight-forward. With one thread we just compare every value with the given string in a loop.
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- **Parallel**: The parallel implementation uses OpenMP’s `parallel for` to execute the loop on all available cores, which requires one additional line of code.

- **GPU**: Although the basic execution logic on the GPU is the same—a high number of values is compared to the search string in parallel—the implementation requires more effort.

The process can be split up into 6 different steps:

1. allocate memory on the GPU
2. transfer the data to the GPU
3. execute the kernel
4. transfer the result back to the CPU
5. process the result on the CPU
6. free the memory on the GPU

Step 5 is necessary, since the kernel does not give the final result—the number of matching values—but a bitvector with a bit set on every matching position. With a second kernel call we could add these numbers up to the final result, but this would lead to much overhead on little work. Hence, we process this on the CPU.

As data set we used the L_COMMENT column of the TPC-H benchmark (SF 10), which consists of 60 mio strings with 10 to 43 characters. The column consists of approx. 70% distinct values. For our experiment we searched for the term “the”. 935 863 entries start with this term and it is a substring of 2068 744 values. Since transfer plays an important role for this experiment, we used the test machine with the K10 GPU and PCIe Generation 3.

**Results Startswith** In Figure 3.9 on the left-hand side we can see the results for the Startswith operation. The single core `std`-implementation of the substring implementation takes around 600 ms to execute (STD SC). With the help of OpenMP we could achieve a speedup of about 4 by executing the loop in parallel (multi-core—STD MC). The `Custom`-implementation runs approximately in half the time for the sequential as well as the parallel implementation. On the GPU bar we marked the different phases. It shows that 90% of the time is needed to allocate/free memory (named GPU overhead) and transfer the data to the GPU, less than a milli-second is spent on the CPU to process the interim result. The overhead is mostly necessary for allocation and transfer of the input data. The allocation of memory for the interim results and its transfer take approx. one ms and are therefore negligible. Because of the high transfer costs the GPU implementation needs three times as long as the parallel CPU implementation, although the kernel is four times faster. The operation on the dictionary encoded column are two simple binary searches on the dictionary to find the range of values that match the term we search for. 99% of the time is spent to find the matching values in the array.

9See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
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![Graph showing comparison between GPU and CPU performance]

**Figure 3.9:** The `startswith` and the `substring` operation

**Results `substring`** The single-threaded execution of the second operation takes between 2 and 3 seconds for the three different implementation. The focus of this experiment is the comparison of multi-core CPU and GPU, therefore the plot is zoomed to the interesting results. The plain execution time for all variants with CPU and GPU lie between 110 and 150 ms. However, the necessary transfer to the GPU adds 200 ms again.

The `startswith` operation is much faster on the dictionary encoded column because it benefits from the sorted dictionary. In contrast, dictionary encoding is disadvantageous for the `substring` operation, because a full scan is necessary in the dictionary first to get the matching references and then another lookup is necessary to find the references in the array. The more matching references are found in the dictionary, the more time is necessary for the lookup operation. If there were no matching values in the column the operation would most likely be a bit faster on the dictionary encoded column. The same counts for small dictionaries. The `startswith`-operation is clearly memory-bound. We can only achieve a speedup of around 4 with 16 cores. There is a significant difference between the std and the custom implementation, because the contiguous memory layout allows much faster access while the usage of std::string forces the algorithm to dereference another pointer. The `substring`-operation is obviously CPU bound. We achieve a speedup of 20 with 16 cores resp. 32 threads. The Horspool algorithms reads a string more than once. Therefore the cores operate on values in the cache and are not limited by the memory bus. When executing the operations on the GPU the transfer dominates the execution time, even if we transfer only the dictionary-encoded values. However, it is a surprise that the plain execution of the `startswith`-operation is significantly faster on the GPU than on the multi-core CPU. We think this is because—although the code does not show it—the actual execution fits well to the SIMD processing model. All threads compare the first character with the constant value at the same time and then in most
cases the loop continues to the next iteration because there was no hit. This is not the case for the substring operation, which is indeed slower on the GPU than on the CPU. The reason for this might be the high branch divergence when executing the Horspool algorithm. Another problem is that we cannot use the faster Shared Memory for our implementation because it is shared between the threads of one workgroup and every thread needs a different amount because of the variable length values. Dealing with this problem would induce more overhead for the memory management and more branch divergence because every thread would execute different code depending on where the string is stored. Maybe just comparing all values in parallel is not the right approach, but a massively parallel SIMD-like algorithm for searches in short strings may not be possible.

The claim, that GPUs are bad at string operations is only half the truth. Compared to a sequential CPU implementation the GPU is factors faster. In case of the startswith operation the GPU kernel alone is even faster than 16 cores on the CPU, which is surprising. However, there are two problems. First, we cannot ignore the transfer, which is the major bottleneck for string operations. Second, we used read-only data structures for that experiment. The implementation of a std-like vector of strings requires massive pointer-handling (one for every string). These pointers can only be created on the CPU, i.e., every string must be allocated and copied by the CPU. De-referencing these pointers on the GPU is also slow, because of the high latency of the main memory. In both operations the dictionary approach is not beneficial. Transferring a vector of integers to the GPU just for a simple comparison makes even less sense than processing the strings there. In most scenarios string processing should indeed be done on the CPU.

3.5. DBMS Functionality on GPUs

Because of the raw calculation power of modern GPUs, they provide new opportunities for CPU bound tasks in MMDBMS. However, many operations in a MMDBMS are still memory-bound, and cannot benefit from a more powerful co-processor, especially with the PCIe bottleneck. Also, as we explained in this chapter that not every task is suitable for GPU-execution. String processing and data-intensive tasks usually fail because of the transfer bottleneck. In other cases the workload has to be large enough to fully utilize the parallel architecture and to justify the overhead for starting a kernel.

Based on what we discussed in the last two chapters we draw a conclusion, how we can speed up a DBMS with the help of a GPU. In a general DBMS we find four different categories of tasks—depicted in Figure 3.10—where a gain in performance would have a significant impact on the whole system, i.e., reduce the time users have to wait for answers to their queries.

**Application Logic (1)** Most DBMS provide the possibility to integrate application logic in form of Stored Procedures. This way the DBMS can execute logic that is written in another language than SQL. C++ or Java might be simpler, provide more possibilities,
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Users and applications usually access or modify the database through SQL, which is a declarative language, i.e., it does not specify how a query has to be executed. Hence, a DBMS first has to build a Query Execution Plan (QEP) that tells the execution engine which operators to execute in which order. The performance of the execution strongly depends on this plan. So the second category consists of all tasks necessary for building and optimizing the QEP.

Storage Maintenance (3) Another important factor for the performance of the query execution is the accessibility of the stored data. In general, storage aims for three targets: a reduced memory footprint, fast reading, and fast modifications of the data. It is not possible to optimize for all three. Indexes, for example, speed up reading/searching the data, but need memory to be stored and have to be adjusted, when the data is modified. Compression reduces the memory footprint, but modifying compressed data requires additional effort. Usually a DBMS partitions the data in a way, so that frequently modified data is stored in a different form than data that is only read. Data that is accessed only seldom is archived, i.e., it is heavily compressed. The system moves data automatically to the right partition based on usage, load and requirements of the system.
The faster this maintenance can be done, the more often we can do it. Additionally, if parts of this maintenance can be offloaded to a co-processor, resources on the CPU are free for other operations.

**Query Execution (4)** Our last and maybe most important category is the execution of the QEP itself. Typical database operators such as joins, selections, and aggregations have different characteristics and not every one is suitable for the GPU. Also, there are different ways on how data flows from one operator to the next.

### 3.5.1. Integrating the GPU for Static Tasks into the DBMS

The CPU is a programmable universal processing unit in our computers. It can process images, filter big amounts of data by certain criteria, calculate scientific formulas on different representations of numbers (fixed point and floating point), analyze texts, and everything else that is done with computers today. Since the CPU’s purpose is so generic, it cannot be efficiently optimized for one task. A co-processor in contrast is optimized for a subset of tasks, e.g., graphic processing in case of the GPU. It is not well suited for operations that do not match the SIMD pattern, such as string processing. Hence, we do not aim to build a DBMS that runs completely on the GPU, but try to identify tasks in a DBMS suitable for GPU processing.

There are a number of tasks in a DBMS that can be considered independent from the rest of the system. Therefore, it is possible to offload these tasks for computation to the GPU without conceptual changes to the DBMS. The general pattern to distribute a task in a parallel co-processor architecture is depicted in Figure 3.11. Phases one and five are necessary because the GPU cannot access the CPU’s memory—they represent the transfer bottleneck. Phases two and four are part of the necessary overhead for parallelisation, resp. the distribution of work over different cores.\(^{10}\) Phases of this pattern can overlap with other phases, partitioning can for instance be part of the transfer. In some cases it might also be necessary to repeat phases, e.g., for iterative algorithms such as the tasks presented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.1.2.

\(^{10}\)Partitioning and merging are also necessary for parallel implementations on a multi core CPU.

![Figure 3.11.: A general pattern for running tasks on the GPU](image-url)
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\[^{39}\]
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There is no guarantee that a task runs faster on the GPU. A general rule is that computa- 
tional intensive operations may benefit from offloading, i.e., the transfer bottleneck 
is not a problem, because a lot of processing is done on a small amount of data. However, there are number-crunching algorithms that do not fit to the GPU’s programming model [62]. Although the data transfer is not a problem, the CPU can solve the problem faster and more efficiently. On the other hand, there are data-intensive problems that can benefit from the GPU’s characteristics (mainly the high bandwidth on the device). The small experiment of Section 3.4.3 shows that it is not easy to predict the performance of an algorithm. But if certain criteria are given, there is a chance that we benefit from offloading the task to GPU.

Criteria that indicate a performance gain when using the GPU:

1. There is an algorithm for the task that works in parallel.
2. There is an algorithm for the task that works massively parallel in a SIMD fashion.
3. Processing the data on the CPU takes longer than transferring it to the GPU.
4. There is no need for additional transfers (swapping to main memory) in phase three.
5. Transfer to the GPU and actual computation can overlap.

These five points can be categorized: the first two points deal with the suitability of a task to the GPU’s architecture while points three to five consider the transfer bottleneck.

As we already explained in Section 3.1.2 we need to adjust processing to an architecture with two levels of parallelism. Point one means that we first have to find a way to execute the algorithm in parallel, whether this is on the CPU or on the GPU plays no role at this point. In some cases this parallel execution already works in a SIMD fashion. Again, Section 3.4.3 is an example for this. However, often it is necessary to introduce a second level of SIMD parallelism (point two). In Section 4.3 we explain the difference in detail by porting a simple sequential algorithm to the GPU. For this point the used data types are also crucial: mostly, short strings or other variable-length types cannot be processed efficiently in a SIMD fashion.

Point three is the most basic check for external co-processors and can be easily calculated. We know the theoretical bandwidth of the PCIe bus and can calculate how long it takes to transfer the input data for the task. No matter how good the algorithm executed on this data is and even if we can perfectly interleave calculations and transfer: if the transfer is slower than the CPU there is no chance that there can be any benefit. Tasks with that characteristic are simply data-intensive. We take a look at one example in Section 4.3. GPUs are sometimes proposed as a (part of the) solution for Big Data problems, but most of these problems are actually memory bound and cannot benefit
from the GPU as long as there is the transfer bottleneck.

Point four does not mean that data larger than the GPU’s memory cannot be processed efficiently (although it may be a first sign...), but the algorithm should be able to transfer a partition of the data, process it, and proceed to the next one. If you repeatedly need to transfer the same data back and forth in phase 3 because the free memory is needed in between (known as swapping), there is a good chance that there will be no benefit in using the GPU; or any other external co-processor.

If, however, the data can be processed while it is transferred (point five), and processing is faster than transferring, the bandwidth is the only limit. So even if the CPU’s throughput is just slightly lower than the PCIe bus’, there is a chance that the whole process is faster on the GPU. Our micro benchmark in Section 3.4.3 is such an example. In Chapter 4 we identify DBMS tasks that can be ported to the GPU based on these rules. We focus on how they can be integrated into the system in a modular way.

3.5.2. Re-Designing Dynamic Tasks for Co-Processors

The tasks of the categories (1), (2), and (3) have a very important characteristic in common. The workload to be processed can be called static: their input changes only in the size of the data and parameters that influence the number of calculations per byte needed. The tasks themselves are static as well: they are built by combining primitives, e.g., by sequentially executing mathematical operations on matrices. These primitives are usually executed in a known order and independent of the whole workload size, the execution time for each primitive in comparison to the others can be predicted. In case of matrix operations, there are for instance additions, which are uncritical compared to a following matrix inversion. When trying to optimize such static tasks, the developer looks for the hot-spot operations, where most time is spent, and optimizes these. When using a co-processor, in many cases it is beneficial to just execute these operations on the co-processor and leave the minor operations to the CPU.

Another technique to optimize a task is to merge the primitives in a way that there are no borders resp. synchronization points between them any more. In Section 3.4.1 we already discussed the negative impact of kernel starts on performance. Therefore, it is crucial to put as much work as possible into one kernel call. It may even be possible to merge small operations into a larger operation, which benefits from offloading. This of course destroys maintainability and modularity of the program itself and is only possible, because we know the order or primitives and with this certain characteristics of there intermediate results.

Dynamic tasks consist of modular primitives that are executed following a plan given at run-time. Without additional analysis we cannot predict which of these primitives is the hot-spot operation. In Section 3.4.4 we have seen that the GPU is factors slower in executing multiplications on small matrices. If we do not know the input size for operations like this in advance and they are executed repeatedly, the whole task might also be factors slower. Since a primitive can only be a kernel at first glance, there is no possibility to merge them. Therefore, the plan-optimizer must be able to predict intermediate result sizes and schedule operations accordingly. And, it has to do the
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low-level-optimization as well. While the CPU itself optimizes the execution of instructions, the processing units on the GPU do almost no optimization. This is typical for co-processors: the architecture is exactly designed to solve problems of a certain domain and every transistor is placed to provide as much calculation power as possible. Therefore, operations have to be developed and optimized to the instruction-level. In case of GPUs there is the additional challenge of considering the memory hierarchy and schedule memory access and calculations correctly. Again, with kernels as primitives we can use this memory hierarchy only inside. Even if results were small enough to keep them in shared memory, they cannot be exchanged without transfer to the devices main memory.

All these reasons show that the approach of having modular kernels as building blocks is not going to be beneficial for dynamic tasks. So instead we propose to generate and compile the kernels at run-time. This way, we can make use of the memory hierarchy across primitives and merge them to achieve a small number of synchronization points during execution. The compiler itself can do the low-level optimization. For the dynamic task of query execution we explain this in Chapter 5.

3.5.3. Scheduling

While there are tasks that can benefit from the GPU as processing unit, most of them only work well for certain inputs or certain parameters. If on the one hand the data to be processed is too small, only some of the GPU’s cores can be used and the overhead for starting a kernel and parallelizing the execution dominates the run-time. If on the other hand the input is too large to fit into the GPU’s memory, it may be necessary to transfer input data and intermediate results multiple times from main memory to device memory and back. In these cases, the CPU should be used for calculations instead. The break-even points change for every task and every hardware-combination. Especially, when the execution time depends on multiple parameters such as the data type of the input or the number of iterations, determining this point manually is not feasible anymore. It may also be necessary to re-calibrate every time the hardware changes. A framework that automatically learns the break-even points is necessary. We explain one approach for such a framework in Chapter 6.
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Researchers, companies as well as the open source community have already identified a wide range of tasks that can be solved on the GPU with benefit. In Section 3.3 we listed some libraries that are able to solve problems in different domains. In the old tradition of picking the low-hanging fruits first, the challenge is now to identify tasks in a DBMS that can benefit from these already available implementations.

As a first step we use a complete implementation for the K-Means algorithm on the GPU and show how this can be integrated into the system. K-Means is an example for application logic that is usually implemented by the DBMS-user and executed on top of the DBMS. Algorithms like this are not an integral part of the system but only use it to access the data stored in it. To the DBMS they are applications. These applications usually use SQL to extract the data once and then stop interacting with the system. However, the DBMS itself is often capable of executing this logic and users gain a number of advantages if they do so. In Section 4.1 we show, what the benefits of executing application logic in the DBMS are, how users can do this, and even use the GPU for such an approach.

Computational intensive algorithms can of course also be found in the internals of the DBMS. The query optimizer is one of the most complex components, which uses algebraic and numeric algorithms to find the fastest way to execute a query based on statistics. To do this, it has to solve algebraic equations with the help of matrix operations. In Section 4.2 we show, how we can use the CUBLAS library to enhance the optimizer for better estimations with the help of the GPU. Instead of using a given implementation—like in the section before—we combine the primitives of CUBLAS to port a previously CPU-optimized algorithm to the GPU.

Another internal task is the Delta Merge, which is specific to SAP HANA and some other column store DBMS as described in Section 2.2.4. In Section 4.3 we focus on the first part of this process: the creation of the new dictionary. There is no satisfying GPU-implementation for this problem yet. Hence, we have to develop an architecture-aware algorithm from the ground up. In the end our results show that the CPU beats the GPU easily because of the transfer bottleneck. Nevertheless, we can show that our algorithm is faster than combining primitives of the thrust library to achieve the same results. The dictionary merge is an excellent case study of how to port a simple inherently sequential algorithm to the GPU’s architecture.

The three section explaining our tasks have the same structure: first, we explain the task and where it is used in a DBMS, then we provide details about the implementation and show the results of our evaluation. Before we conclude this chapter we discuss work
that is related to the presented tasks in Section 4.4.

4.1. GPU Utilization with Application Logic

The most use-cases for Co-Processors in a DBMS can be found in the application logic. While relational database operators are mostly data-intensive, compute-intensive algorithms, e.g., used for predictive analysis, or from the field of machine learning, do mostly just use the DBMS as data source and not as computing engine. The reason is that these algorithms often cannot be expressed (efficiently) with SQL.

Therefore, applications usually just extract data from the database and process it in-memory. By doing this, the application loses all the benefits a DBMS provides, e.g., internal indexes, which might be useful for the algorithm cannot be accessed. Also, the result of the application’s calculations is not available to the DBMS directly. In consequence, if relational operators are needed during or after the special application logic was applied, the results have to be written to temporary tables or, and this is mostly the case and also the worse solution, these operators are implemented by the application. While the DBMS is specialized on these operators and therefore provides efficient implementations, most applications use naïve approaches and lose performance and stability. In business logic we can often find nested loop joins for instance, which are implemented in scripting languages and therefore achieve execution times in the order of magnitude worse than DBMS operators. Another disadvantage of application logic on top is that the database cannot be modified directly. Instead the application always needs to map its copy to the database’s original.

To overcome these disadvantages, most DBMSs provide a way to use application logic inside SQL statements, e.g., with the help of stored procedures. In this chapter we discuss how we can use the GPU for application logic in a DBMS and if we can benefit from that. Although we focus on MMDBMS in this thesis, we use DB2 for this experiment. To the best of our knowledge, DB2 has the most versatile support for external functions as we explain in the next section. SAP HANA will have similar support, called the Application Function Library, but the necessary functionality was not available in time. The K-Means implementation we use loads data into main memory before doing any calculation, which would not be necessary in an MMDBMS. During calculation there are no disk-operations, so we expect the results to be similar.

4.1.1. External Functions in IBM DB2

Co-processors can usually only be used with a low-level programming language such as C. For CUDA and Intel’s Xeon Phi this code has to be compiled with a custom compiler. In OpenCL the compilation of the code that runs on the device is handled by a system library. The code responsible for calling the kernels can therefore be compiled with any C-compiler—or even in another language—as long as the binary can be linked to the OpenCL library.

Application logic written in vendor specific languages that are interpreted or compiled at run-time by the DBMS itself are therefore not able to use co-processors unless the
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DBMS vendor explicitly implemented an interface. However, some DBMS, e.g., IBM DB2, are able to execute external functions—written by the user in C, Java and others—provided by a shared library, i.e., a DLL on Windows and an .so-file on Linux. In DB2 the user has to create a User-Defined Function (UDF) that tells the system where to find the shared library and maps the external function and its parameters to a method that can be called from a SQL statement. It does not matter how the shared library was created, as long as DB2 can find the specified function with the right interface in the binary file. The external function can either return a table—and therefore be used exactly like one in SQL statements—or it returns a scalar value such as the built-in sum or other aggregation functions. UDFs accept custom parameters at call time and can execute SQL statements to access the database.

Therefore UDFs are as flexible as if you would build applications on top of the database—with protocols like Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) to access data—and can be used in SQL statements as if their results were static data. They also allow developers to use any third-party library or code in the application. In many cases you can just use a ready application and replace the input and output logic as shown in the next section. The ability to use these functions from SQL statements can be a huge performance benefit because the DBMS can optimize with the knowledge about input data and the function. It can for instance cache the result of functions and re-use it in other statements. It may be able to stream and even parallelize processing by partitioning the data without any interaction of the application developer [15].

4.1.2. K-Means as UDF on the GPU

K-Means is a clustering algorithm that partitions data into $k$ clusters, in which each record belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean [65]. Although Lloyd did not use the name “K-Means”, his algorithm is usually used for the clustering [95]. Given a set of coordinates with $n$ dimensions, his approach works as follows:

1. initialize $k$ means $m_1^1$, ..., $m_k^1$ randomly, e.g., by picking the first $k$ elements from the input set.

2. find the “nearest” mean for every coordinate $x_p$: calculate the Euclidean distance:

$$S_i^t = \left\{ x_p : \forall 1 \leq j \leq k : \| x_p - m_i^t \|^2 \leq \| x_p - m_j^t \|^2 \right\}$$

every $x_p$ is assigned to exactly one of the $k$ cluster sets $S_i$.

3. the means are moved to the centers of every cluster:

$$m_i^{t+1} = \frac{1}{|S_i^t|} \sum_{x_p \in S_i^t} x_p$$

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until no resp. a low percentage of the coordinates $x_i$ is assigned to another cluster.
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4.1.3. Implementation

The purpose of our experiment is to use an available implementation for Lloyds’s algorithm that we can execute in DB2 without the need for major modifications. Therefore, we used the open-source code developed by Giuroiu and Liao\(^1\) with their example of clustering colors consisting of nine coordinates. The for us interesting part is how to built a UDF with this code.

Instead of reading the input from a file, we want to get it from a table and the cluster means should be returned as a table as well. So we implement our K-Means as external table function, the definition is shown in Listing 4.1. The function parameters are the number of clusters \((k)\), a device identifier (CPU or GPU) and the name of the table with the input coordinates. It returns a table with the coordinates of every cluster mean. \textit{EXTERNAL NAME} tells DB2 the name of the actual c function. The function itself does always return the same result on the same input data: it is \textit{DETERMINISTIC} and does not access anything outside of DB2 \textit{(NO EXTERNAL ACTION)}. \textit{NOT FENCED} means that it will be executed in the DB2 process itself. This is performance critical but also dangerous, because if the function failed unexpectedly, it would crash the DBMS as well. None of the parameters of our function can be NULL: \textit{NOT NULL CALL} makes sure that DB2 never calls the UDF with a NULL parameter. \textit{LANGUAGE C}, \textit{PARAMETER STYLE DB2SQL} and \textit{DBINFO} describe the interface for the function. For UDFs with the keyword \textit{SCRATCHPAD} DB2 provides a memory segment with the size of 100 bytes, that is preserved between function calls. We get to the meaning of that when we describe the code. DB2 is able to split up the input in partitions and call the function once for every partition in parallel. We need to prevent this with \textit{DISALLOW PARALLEL} because the parallel K-Means-logic is executed inside of the function. Other possible parameters for UDFs are described in [15]. The KMEANSCOLORUDF-function can be called with \texttt{select * from KMEANSCOLORUDF(2,'CPU','COLORS')} as soon as we have the shared library in place.

Listing 4.1: The definition of the K-Means UDF

```sql
CREATE FUNCTION KMEANSCOLORUDF ( NUMCLUSTERS SMALLINT, DEVICE CHAR (3), TABLE_NAME VARCHAR (255) )
RETURNS TABLE (C1 DOUBLE, C2 DOUBLE, C3 DOUBLE, C4 DOUBLE, C5 DOUBLE, C6 DOUBLE, C7 DOUBLE, C8 DOUBLE, C9 DOUBLE)
EXTERNAL NAME 'cudaudfsrv!kmeansColorUDF'
DETERMINISTIC
NO EXTERNAL ACTION
NOT FENCED
NOT NULL CALL
LANGUAGE C
PARAMETER STYLE DB2SQL
SCRATCHPAD
DISALLOW PARALLEL
DBINFO
```

\(^1\)available at https://github.com/serban/kmeans
Table functions like this are designed in an Open-Next-Close (ONC) fashion, i.e., they are called once for every row they return. With this behavior, they can be used like other relational operators in the Volcano model [36]. We get back to the details of this model in Chapter 5. One of the parameters given to the external function by DB2 marks which of the three phases this call belongs to. The scratchpad we mentioned earlier can be used to store pointers to allocated memory between calls. In case of the K-Means function, we do all the calculations on the open-call and store the result to return it row-wise on every next-call. The work cannot be split between different calls because the first result is only available when the K-Means algorithm completed. The close- or final-call is used to free the memory used for the result.

Listing 4.2 shows the code for the open call. The original implementation by Giuroiu and Liao reads its input from Comma Separated Values (CSV) or binary files into main memory. Keeping the data in main memory makes sense, because it is accessed multiple times during the calculation. Therefore, we also copy the data from a database table to a main memory segment. To read the data from the table as shown we can use a SQL from inside the UDF. DB2 supplies a custom pre-processor to provide convenient macros, such as EXEC SQL PPREPARE, for SQL execution. These macros are replaced with actual C-code before the compilation of the shared library.

In lines 1–6 we first query the number of records from the table to allocate memory (line 9/10) before the actual data extraction. The coordinates are then fetched and copied to main memory row by row in lines 12–27. In line 29 we allocate memory for the result and store the pointer in the scratchpad pScrArea. The unmodified code of the K-Means implementation is called in line 31 for the GPU or line 36 for the CPU. The threshold parameter responsible for the number of iterations in K-Means is fixed in our implementation but could also be a parameter of the UDF. In lines 41 and 42 the input data is deleted from main memory because it is not needed anymore. The pointer to the result-row, the only data that has to be stored in the scratchpad, because it is needed for the next calls, is set to 0 in line 44.

Listing 4.2: Code for the open call (stripped error checking)

```c
1  sprintf(strStmt,"SELECT COUNT(*) AS count FROM %s",table);
2  EXEC SQL PREPARE stmt10 FROM :strStmt;
3  EXEC SQL DECLARE c40 CURSOR FOR stmt10;
4  EXEC SQL OPEN c40;
5  EXEC SQL FETCH c40 INTO :count :countInd;
6  EXEC SQL CLOSE c40;
7  pScrArea->numObjs = count;
8  objects = (float**)malloc(pScrArea->numObjs * sizeof(float*));
9  objects[0]= (float*) malloc(pScrArea->numObjs * pScrArea->
10     numCoords * sizeof(float));
11  sprintf(strStmt,"SELECT C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9 FROM %s",table);
```
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EXEC SQL PREPARE stmt20 FROM :strSmt;
EXEC SQL DECLARE c50 CURSOR FOR stmt20;
EXEC SQL OPEN c50;
objects[0][0]=c1; objects[0][1]=c2; objects[0][2]=c3;
objects[0][3]=c4; objects[0][4]=c5; objects[0][5]=c6;
objects[0][6]=c7; objects[0][7]=c8; objects[0][8]=c9;
for(int i=1;i<pScratArea->numObjs;++i) {
    objects[i] = objects[i-1] + (pScratArea->numObjs);
    objects[i][0]=c1; objects[i][1]=c2; objects[i][2]=c3;
    objects[i][3]=c4; objects[i][4]=c5; objects[i][5]=c6;
    objects[i][6]=c7; objects[i][7]=c8; objects[i][8]=c9;
}
EXEC SQL CLOSE c50;
pScratArea->membership = (int*) malloc(pScratArea->numObjs * sizeof(int));
if(strcmp(device,"GPU") == 0) {
pScratArea->clusters = cuda_kmeans(objects,
pScratArea->numObjs, pScratArea->numObjs,
pScratArea->numClusters, threshold,
pScratArea->membership, &loop_iterations);
} else {
pScratArea->clusters = seq_kmeans(objects,
pScratArea->numObjs, pScratArea->numObjs,
pScratArea->numClusters, threshold,
pScratArea->membership, &loop_iterations);
}
free(objects[0]);
free(objects);
pScratArea->result_pos = 0;

There is no actual application logic in the next and close of our UDF as shown in Listing 4.3. In every next call, we first check if DB2 already fetched all cluster means (line 2). If this is the case, we set the SQLUDF_STATE to inform DB2 that there are no more result rows. Else we copy the data to DB2’s result row (7–15) and increment the result position (17). The close-call just frees the temporarily allocated memory (20-23).

Listing 4.3: Code for the next and close call (stripped error checking)
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```c
strcpy(SQLUDF_STATE, "02000");
break;
i = pScratArea->result_pos;
*p_C1 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][0];
*p_C2 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][1];
*p_C3 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][2];
*p_C4 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][3];
*p_C5 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][4];
*p_C6 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][5];
*p_C7 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][6];
*p_C8 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][7];
*p_C9 = (double)pScratArea->clusters[i][8];
pScratArea->result_pos++;
strcpy(SQLUDF_STATE, "00000");
break;
```

Some additional code is needed to free memory and give an error message in case something goes wrong. The complete code can be found online under https://github.com/hannesrauhe/db2_cuda_udf.

4.1.4. Evaluation

We compare the UDF with the original implementation that reads from CSV files and outputs to the console, both on CPU and GPU. All measurements are conducted on the Z600 equipped with a Tesla C2050. In Figure 4.1 we compare the total run-time of the four implementations for different $k$ and input sizes. $K$ has an influence on the number of iterations, because coordinates are more often assigned to other clusters. Additionally, more euclidean distances have to be calculated in step 2 of the algorithm if more cluster means are given.

For $k = 2$ the problem is data-intensive and the two clusters can be calculated in less than 100 ms with the original implementation. There is almost no difference between CPU and GPU, because the time needed for I/O dominates the execution time. It is surprising that the UDF is much slower in accessing the data than the file-based operation. Based on our experiment we find that reading 100 rows in DB2 takes approximately 1 ms longer than reading it as CSV from disk. This may be a result of fetching row by row with SQL or with the way we have to assign the read coordinates to the variables in the UDF.

For $k > 2$ I/O becomes less and less dominant, since more time is spent on the

---

2See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
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actual calculation. Independent of the implementation we can see that the execution time not necessarily gets longer with a greater input size. With \( k = 8 \) and \( k = 32 \) for instance the data set with 45,000 rows is clustered faster than the larger set with 50,000 coordinates. This happens because the number of iterations—and the execution time with it—strongly depends on coordinates itself. Every data set for a fixed input size is randomly generated and therefore not related to the other sets.

With \( k = 8 \) we can see that I/O is still dominating, but also that the GPU is significantly faster in both implementations. While the pure computation time on the GPU is almost the same as with a smaller \( k \), the CPU takes already three times longer. This becomes even more obvious with \( k = 32 \). The GPU is significantly faster than the CPU with the original implementation as well as with the UDF. With \( k = 128 \) the GPU implementation is only about 4 times slower than in the \( k = 2 \) version, while the CPU takes 70 times as long for the largest set. In relation the data input method plays no role anymore for this compute-intensive task.

4.1.5. Conclusion

In this section we have shown how we can integrate application logic that is executed by the DBMS itself. This has a number of advantages, compared to applications that use files for I/O or DBMS as a simple data source/sink. While file operations can be simple and fast, they lack flexibility when filter logic has to be applied or different input sources or output sinks are necessary. This extended I/O might be more complicated than the actual application logic. By using a DBMS as data source, application developers can use relational operators to pre-filter data before they apply the actual logic. Yet, they cannot use these operators on their intermediate or final results, because the data is not accessible to the DBMS. Here, the usage of UDFs allows a full integration of application logic into the database. The application becomes a relational operator itself and can be used in execution plans with all the usual benefits.

We have also shown that the effort to implement already existing application logic into UDFs is minimal and comparable to providing the logic needed to read and parse values from files. An implementation that runs on top of a DBMS requires similar effort to open and manage the DBMS connection.

UDFs are almost as flexible as stand-alone applications. For DB2 only some programming languages are supported, but since these are the popular ones, this will usually not be the limitation. Technically it is no problem to provide support for other languages as well, as long as it is possible to build a shared library. It was no problem to use CUDA in our shared library. Still, there are some limitations when it is necessary to use other shared libraries in the implementation of the UDF. In general they must either be loaded by DB2 (we did not find a solution for that) or they must be statically linked. We had no success in doing this with OpenMP; this is explicitly not recommended by the GCC developers; so we could not evaluate the parallel CPU implementation in our experiments. However, these problems are the exception, the general limitations are minor. DB2 or other systems might even be capable of lifting these all together in the future.
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Figure 4.1.: K-Means on CPU and GPU
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As we have seen, the performance of I/O operations becomes less important, the more computations are necessary on the data. In our experiment the file operations were faster than the DBMS, but this might change especially with MMDBMS or if different access patterns are necessary. The important discovery is that there is no difference for the run-time of actual calculations. We could show that we can benefit from the usage of GPUs in UDFs for compute-intensive calculations. The low effort for implementation combined with the advantages of having application logic in form of a relational operator clearly outweighs the minor performance loss for compute-intensive tasks.

4.2. GPU-assisted Query Optimization

In the last section we discussed K-Means as representative task triggered by the DBMS user. In this section we focus on compute-intensive tasks that are used by the system for its everyday operations, e.g., in the query optimizer. Before a query is executed, the DBMS creates an execution plan and chooses the order and type of operators for fast execution. The optimization is based on statistical methods and heuristics and can get very compute-intensive. Of course the optimization should be done in a fraction of the time needed to execute the user’s query itself. Because of the limited time span, not all methods to enhance the plan are used, although they might lead to better execution plans. By using the GPU’s raw execution power to apply more complex optimization methods in a similar time span, we can achieve better query execution times. We describe the problem of selectivity estimations and introduce the Maximum Entropy (ME) approach proposed by Markl et al. [67]. The Newton method we use to solve the ME problem is not only faster on the CPU than Markl’s original implementation but can also be executed on the GPU. Especially when handling large matrices the GPU is significantly faster than the CPU as our evaluation shows.

4.2.1. Selectivity Estimations and Join Paths

Since SQL is a declarative language, there are a number of different ways to actually execute a query in a RDBMS. The query optimizer is responsible for finding the optimal access path for a query [38]. Based on knowledge about the data stored in the database it decides about the type and order of relational operators to execute. A simple example for this is a select statement with two conditions \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \). If the selectivity \( s_1 \) for \( p_1 \) is higher than \( s_2 \), i.e., more rows are returned if \( p_1 \) is the only condition than if \( p_2 \) is the only condition of the statement, the optimal plan would evaluate \( p_2 \) first. This way the second operator has less values to check and can finish faster. In this simple example only the selectivities of single predicates are needed. If the query requires a join of a relation with the result of the above selection, the optimizer chooses the join operator based on the size estimation of this result. Therefore, we need to know the combined selectivity \( s_{1,2} \) for \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \).

While the selectivity of a predicate on a single attribute can be determined fairly accurately, e.g., by relying on histograms, doing so for conjunctive predicates involving the joint frequency distribution of multiple attributes is much harder. Usually, we
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assume that columns are independent from each other and calculate the combined selectivity $s_1...s_n$ of $n$ predicates $p_1...p_n$ by multiplying their selectivities. However, often this so-called independency assumption is not correct: a very common example in research literature is a table that stores car models and car makers among other attributes. Obviously the independency assumption would lead to wrong estimations and non-optimal execution plans, because usually a model is only made by one car maker. The same is valid for tables storing cities, zip codes and countries. To overcome the problem, some DBMS store Multivariant Statistics (MVS). They are approximated for a subset of combinations with the help of multi-dimensional histograms [84] for instance. However, it is not feasible to calculate, store, and update these joint selectivities for every combination of columns. Instead the available knowledge has to be combined if a query requires a joint selectivity not stored.

The problem of calculating estimations when joint selectivities are available is complicated, because there are different ways of combining available selectivities. Let’s assume, that we need the selectivity $s_{1,2,3}$ and have MVS for $s_{1,2}$ and $s_{2,3}$ as well as all single selectivities. The needed selectivity can be calculated in two ways: $s_{1,2,3}^a = s_{1,2} * s_3$ or $s_{1,2,3}^b = s_{1,3} * s_2$. It is likely that $s_{1,2,3}^a \neq s_{1,2,3}^b$. We cannot predict which of the two estimations is better. Therefore, traditional optimizers decide for one of the two choices\(^3\) and ignore available knowledge. To ensure that every plan is costed consistently the optimizer also has to remember each choice and make sure that it does not use another choice for similar plans. This approach therefore requires additional book-keeping. Even worse, since once discarded MVS are also discarded later, the optimizer tends to use the plans about which it know the least [67]. A method to use all available knowledge would certainly produce better estimations and ensure consistent plans. The \(\text{ME}^\text{\textregistered}\) approach for selectivity estimations proposed by Markl et al [67] is such a method, but it also requires calculation power.

4.2.2. Maximum Entropy for Selectivity Estimations

To estimate the selectivities we consider all available knowledge. The principle of ME assumes that the best estimation is the one with the largest entropy [40]. Entropy is a measure of uncertainty for a probability distribution $q = (q_1, q_2, ...)$ defined as

$$H(q) = - \sum_i q_i \log q_i$$

For Markl’s approach we try to maximize the entropy function $H(q)$ while keeping it consistent with the knowledge about certain selectivities.

Without any knowledge there is only one single constraint that the sum of all probabilities equals 1. The ME principle assumes a uniform distribution. If only single column selectivities are use, the ME principle is similar to the independency assumption. However, it allows us to also consider MVS as well.

To build the system of linear equations all possible combinations of a given set of predicates $P = (p_1, p_2, ..., p_n)$ need to be considered. A combination is called \textit{atom} and denoted as binary string $b$ of length $n$ for a term in disjunctive normal form, e.g., one

\(^3\)Of course, there is also the third way to simply multiply the three single selectivities.
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atom for $n = 2$ is: $p_1 \land \neg p_2$, $b = 10$. The selectivity for this atom is denoted as $x_{10}$. Each predicate $p_i$ is influenced by one or more atoms. The set $C(i)$ denotes all contributing atoms. In the example above $x_{10}$ and $x_{11}$ contribute to $p_1$: $C(1) = \{10, 11\}$. If a selectivity $s_i$ is known, $i$ is part of the knowledge set $T$.

The selectivities $s_j$ for $j \notin T$ are calculated according to the ME principle by solving the constrained optimization problem:

$$\min_{x_b \in \{0,1\}^n} \sum_{b \in \{0,1\}^n} x_b \log x_b$$

constrained by the known selectivities in $T$:

$$\sum_{b \in C(i)} x_b = s_i, i \in T$$

In the example above $s_1$ and therefore the following constraints are given:

(I) $s_1 = x_{10} + x_{11}$

(II) $s_\emptyset = \sum_{b \in \{0,1\}^n} x_b = 1$

$S_\emptyset$ is always known. In general a numerical method is needed to solve the problem. Because of the consideration of all possible combinations, the time needed to compute the solution grows exponentially with the number of predicates $n$. Markl et al. proposed the iterative scaling algorithm. In the following section we present the Newton approach, which is also suitable for execution on the GPU.

4.2.3. Implementation of the the Newton Method

Listing 4.4: "The Newton approach"

```matlab
function [u v] = boltzmann_shannon_newton(A,d,abort_cond);
% m < n
[m,n] = size(A);
v = zeros(m,1); u = zeros(n,1); Aty = zeros(m,1)
criterion = abort_cond + 1;

%e = exp(1)*d;
tic
while criterion > abort_cond
    u_old = u;
    eAty = exp(-Aty)
    rs = eAty - A*eAty
    AA = A*diag(eAty)*A';
    dd = AA\rs;
    v = v - dd;
    criterion = A'*v;
    u = exp(-1 - criterion);
    criterion = norm(u-u_old,inf);
end
```
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The Newton approach shown in Listing 4.4 iteratively calculates an approximation for the selection based on the values of the last iteration. In matrix $A$ there is a column for every predicate and a row for every possible combination of these predicates, i.e., $A$ has a size of $m \times 2^m$. $d$ contains the known selectivities. The shown code estimates the selectivities $u$ for all possible combinations of predicates with an iterative approach. The iteration stops as soon as the difference between the previous and this iteration’s result gets smaller than the specified accuracy $\text{abort}\_\text{cond}$. Because an iteration depends on the previous one a parallel execution of the outer loop is not possible.

Therefore, we can only use a parallel implementation for the algebraic functions to calculate the intermediate vectors and matrices. However, since the matrix grows exponentially with the number of predicates, the computation easily justifies the overhead. No calculation is done on the CPU since this would require to transfer the large matrix. Instead, we generate the matrix on the GPU, i.e., only the known selectivities need to be transferred. Afterwards all computations involving the matrices, even the ones that would run faster on the CPU, are executed on the GPU to avoid transfer of intermediate results. However, every matrix operation requires a full synchronization—calling a new kernel—from the CPU. Hence, the loop runs on the CPU, as well as check of the abort condition. For the actual matrix operations the CUBLAS library is used (cf. Section 3.3).

4.2.4. Evaluation

Markl et al. already proved that queries benefit from the better estimations [67]. Here we show that we achieve the same quality faster. In Figure 4.2 the execution times for the different approaches on our K20 machine are shown. The results of Markl’s algorithms are marked as $\text{Original}$, our Newton approach is shown in three variants: the sequential implementation, which uses one CPU core, the Multi-Core implementation ($N.\ MC$), and the GPU implementation ($N.\ GPU$). Both plots show the same numbers, the left-hand one on a logarithmic scale, the right-hand one on a linear scale for the important sub-second time-span. Longer running estimations are impractical, because then the query optimization time may take longer than the actual query execution time. However, this is only a rule of thumb. Surely, there are scenarios where it makes sense to wait longer for a good estimation as well as scenarios, where a second is also much longer than the actual execution.

\[ \text{Aty} = A' \cdot v \]
\[ j = j + 1; \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{toc} \]
\[ j \]

\[ \text{end} \]

In a second implementation we use Dynamic Parallelism and check the abort condition on the GPU as well. Similar to our results in Section 3.4.1 the performance is worse.

See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
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![Comparison of run times of the maxentropy algorithms](image)

In Figure 4.2 we see that the original approach determines an estimation within a second for up to 12 predicates on our hardware. The Newton approach is 10 times faster than the original. It calculates an estimation on up to 14 predicates, the OpenMP implementation on 16, and the GPU implementation even on 19 predicates; all within one second. Within 10 ms we can estimate selectivities for up to 10 conjuncts with the help of our Newton-approach. The break even-points are at 8 conjuncts, where the parallel CPU implementation is faster than the sequential one, and 11, where the GPU is the fastest of all implementations. There is a considerable variance in the performance of the original and the splitting algorithm of up to 50% depending on the data. The variance for the parallel CPU implementation is also very high, which might be due to the partitioning of the OpenMP framework. The sequential Newton algorithm as well as the GPU implementation deliver stable run times, which vary around 10–15%.

Overall we can conclude that the GPU is well suited for this type of workload. Because of the low amount of data to be transferred, the PCIe bus is not the bottleneck. The amount of memory on the external card is also no problem for estimations up to 23 predicates. At this point the CPU takes more than 10 min to calculate. The ME approach seems to be not an option for this size. The GPU delivers the most stable run times and speedups up to 100 times compared to one core on the CPU and up to 10 compared to 16 cores. In contrast to the query execution experiments discussed in Chapter 5, the break-even point is easy to find for an optimizer. As long as the hardware does not change, it can easily decide whether to use GPU or CPU for the estimation based on the number of predicates.

4.2.5. Conclusion

In this section we have shown that we can benefit from GPUs by using them for the complex calculations executed by the query optimizer. Using the functions of the `CUBLAS-`
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The Dictionary Merge on the GPU requires only minimal knowledge about the GPU's architecture. Markl et al. have already shown that it is worth to use the ME approach for query optimization, because usually there is less time needed for calculations than we save during execution of the query. However, the more predicates are involved in the query the longer the optimization takes; at some point it is better to execute a query plan based on less accurate estimations. Markl states that one second is the upper limit for optimization time. With the GPU we were able to estimate selectivities for up to 19 predicates within one seconds compared to 14 on the CPU. At this point we are 80 times faster than the same approach on a single thread on the CPU and 300 times faster than the original method. The GPU also out-runs all cores on our machine by a factor of 10. Additionally, the CPU is free for other operations during selectivity estimation.

4.3. The Dictionary Merge on the GPU: Merging Two Sorted Lists

The Delta Merge process in HANA is necessary to integrate changes from the delta buffer into the main storage of the database. It has to be executed regularly and therefore sets systems with a high number of tables under frequent load. If it was possible to offload this algorithm to the GPU, this would free resources on the CPU and in consequence possibly speed up the whole system.

As we explained in Section 2.2.4, dictionary encoding is used in main as well as in delta storage. The creation of a common dictionary for the new merged main storage is therefore the first step of the merge. Both dictionaries can be accessed in an ascending order, hence, the new dictionary can be created by simply iterating over the two sorted structures as listed in Algorithm 1. This is a well-known problem, where parallel implementations for CPU and GPU are widely available. The GNU C++ library provides a parallel version of std::merge, which can be activated with a simple compiler switch [25]. CUDA’s Thrust library—equivalent to the C++ standard library on NVIDIA GPUs—also provides a parallel implementation [48].

However, values may occur in both dictionaries. Therefore we need to modify the algorithm in a way that it eliminates these duplicates while merging. The modified pseudo code for the sequential algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2. We will refer to this algorithms as Dictionary Merge. A GPU implementation can be achieved by executing the unique primitive of the Thrust library after the merge primitive. Unfortunately, this means touching the data twice and synchronizing in between. Because performance is essential for this task, we decided to implement our own merge algorithm for the GPU that does merging and duplicate removal in one run.

4.3.1. Implementation

In Section 3.1.2 we explained that the GPU is a mixed architecture in the sense of Flynn’s taxonomy. A parallel algorithm can only use such an architecture efficiently if it provides two levels of parallelism. On the case of the first part of the Delta Merge,
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Algorithm 1 Sequential merge algorithm

Input: list\(_A\), list\(_B\)
Output: list\(_C\)

1: \(i_A = 0\)
2: \(i_B = 0\)
3: \(i_C = 0\)
4: while \(i_C < \text{sizeof}(\text{list}_A + \text{list}_C)\) do
5: if list\(_A[i_A]\) \(\leq\) list\(_B[i_B]\) then
6: append(list\(_C\), list\(_A[i_A]\))
7: \(i_A = i_A + 1\)
8: else
9: append(list\(_C\), list\(_B[i_B]\))
10: \(i_B = i_B + 1\)
11: end if
12: \(i_C = i_C + 1\)
13: end while

the creation of the dictionary, we show how algorithms have to be designed to meet this requirement.

First layer of parallelism

The parallelization of the Dictionary Merge for CPUs is straight forward. It is obvious that the loop cannot be executed in parallel without an modification since every loop iteration depends on the previous one. However, we can use the divide and conquer approach in three phases: partition both lists, execute the sequential merge on every pair of partitions, and merge the partitioned results in the end. A small amount of calculations is necessary in the first phase to find corresponding partitions: we split the first list in chunks of equal size and do a binary search for the last element of every chunk to find the right partition boundaries of the second list. For the second phase we execute the sequential merge algorithm on every pair of partitions.

In general it makes sense to use as many threads as cores are available on the CPU. If less threads are used some cores are idle during calculation. This is called under-subscription. Over-subscription, i.e., using more threads than cores, is also not optimal, because then one core has to work on more than one thread. This would lead to context switches: cache and registers are flushed to load the other thread’s from main memory. Depending on the Operating System (OS) scheduler this could happen multiple times per partition. However, if every core works on only on partition pair, there is a high chance of under-subscription, because threads that work on small partitions finish early, while large partitions are still processed. To balance the workload it is therefore necessary to use one thread for multiple partitions. As this is a general problem, frameworks such as Intel’s Thread Building Blocks (TBB) introduce an abstraction layer. Instead of threads, the developer starts tasks. Theses tasks are assigned to the optimal number of threads,
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Algorithm 2 Dictionary Merge: merge algorithm with duplicate elimination

Input: list\_A, list\_B
Output: list\_C

1: \( i_A = 0 \)
2: \( i_B = 0 \)
3: \( \text{append}(\text{list}_A, \text{last}(\text{list}_A) + \text{last}(\text{list}_B)) \)
4: \( \textbf{while} \ i_A < \text{sizeof}(\text{list}_A) \ \textbf{do} \)
5: \( \textbf{if} \ \text{list}_A[i_A] < \text{list}_B[i_B] \ \textbf{then} \)
6: \( \text{append}(\text{list}_C, \text{list}_A[i_A]) \)
7: \( i_A = i_A + 1 \)
8: \( \textbf{else if} \ \text{list}_A[i_A] > \text{list}_B[i_B] \ \textbf{then} \)
9: \( \text{append}(\text{list}_C, \text{list}_B[i_B]) \)
10: \( i_B = i_B + 1 \)
11: \( \textbf{else} \)
12: \( \text{append}(\text{list}_C, \text{list}_A[i_A]) \)
13: \( i_A = i_A + 1 \)
14: \( i_B = i_B + 1 \)
15: \( \textbf{end if} \)
16: \( \textbf{end while} \)
17: \( \text{pop}(\text{list}_C) \)

solving the problem of under- and over-subscription as long as enough tasks are queued.

For the unmodified merge, it is not necessary to combine the merge-results of each partition, because their size is known in advance, so the result partitions can be written directly to the target memory. However, for the parallel version of the Dictionary Merge, we do not know the size of the result partition, because the number of duplicates is not known. Therefore, we have no choice but to create every result partition in a memory segment that is large enough to hold the number of elements in both lists, which is the maximum size in case there are no duplicates at all. Hence, the third phase is necessary to copy the results of each thread to contiguous memory segments. It is possible to do this in parallel as well, but we have to determine the right position for every intermediate result by calculating the prefix sum over all intermediate result sizes.

Second layer of parallelism: SIMD

There are two problems with the first layer approach on GPUs. First, to use every core on the GPU we would need approximately 1000 partitions. However, to fully utilize these cores at least 10000 partitions would be necessary as shown in Chapter 5.5.4. Therefore, the overhead for finding the partition boundaries and copying the results in the end would get significant. Second, executing this algorithm in parallel does not favor the SIMD architecture nor the memory architecture of the GPU.
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Figure 4.3.: The parallel zip merge algorithm

We propose an algorithm that can be executed in parallel in one workgroup and is adapted to the GPU’s memory hierarchy. Instead of working element-wise like the sequential algorithm, we compare blocks of both lists as shown in Figure 4.3. Each step of our algorithm is vectorized and we minimize the access to device memory by copying blocks of both lists into the shared memory of the SMX in step 1. In step 2 we use the *bitonic sort* implementation of the CUDA SDK [74] to sort all elements in shared memory. In step 3 every element is compared with its right neighbor. We use another segment of shared memory to mark the position of every duplicate with a one. In step 4 the *prefix sum* implementation from the CUDA SDK is used to sum up all ones in this segment. At this point we know how many duplicates occur left of every element in the sorted list. With this knowledge we can copy the sorted list back to the global memory (c) and remove the duplicates in the process. The problem is, that one fetched block can overlap with the next block in the other list. After each *fetch* we have to compare the greatest elements in both lists $\alpha$ and $\beta$. If $\alpha > \beta$, all elements (from both lists) smaller than $\beta$ are in shared memory or have been processed earlier. As a consequence all elements greater than $\beta$ stay in shared memory in step 5 and because these elements must be from list $a$, we fetch lesser elements from this list for the next run. If $\alpha < \beta$ we fetch a smaller amount of elements from list $b$ instead. The threads have
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to be synchronized after each step and shared memory is used to communicate between threads. This is cheap on the thread-level, but very expensive on the workgroup-level. Therefore, we use this algorithm only as second layer of parallelism, while we use the first layer to distribute work between workgroups. We vectorize execution inside workgroups and distribute the work in partitions over a higher number of these. We call this approach for the Dictionary Merge Zip Merge.

4.3.2. Evaluation

We are interested in two things for our evaluation. First, is the Zip Merge faster than the two combined primitives of the Thrust library? Second, can we beat the CPU with this approach? Our experimental setup is a possible merge scenario: list\(_A\), the dictionary of the main storage, has five times as many elements as list\(_B\), the delta dictionary, and half of the elements of list\(_B\) also occur in list\(_A\). In Figure 4.4 the kernel execution time of the two GPU implementations and the time needed for partitioning and merging on the CPU are shown; the Z600 with the Tesla C2050 was used for the experiment.\(^6\) Our implementation performs between 20 % and 40 % better than the Thrust library, which is expected because it touches the data only once. However, it is also only 20 % to 40 % faster than a sequential CPU implementation.

![Comparison of Thrust’s merge/unique and our implementation](image)

Figure 4.4.: Comparison of Thrust’s merge/unique and our implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Number of elements in A in 100 000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>2^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [ms]</th>
<th>Number of elements in A in 100 000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2^10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the total measurement we included the final copy from the partition results to the target memory. For the sequential version this is necessary, because we had to allocate enough memory to save the largest possible result in case no duplicates occur in both dictionaries. The real size of the result is first known, when the process finished. Therefore we have to allocate the right amount of memory in the end and copy the result there. In a DBMS this may be handled by special allocators. On the GPU this is part of the PCIe transfer to main memory. The CPU implementation—using only one core—is

---

\(^6\)See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
significantly faster than transferring the lists to the GPU and merging the lists there as the right-hand curve in Figure 4.4 shows. In contrast to the recoding algorithm in Section 3.4.3 the GPU does not scale better than the CPU with a growing input size.

Unfortunately, we cannot use streaming either because of the way we have to partition the lists in the beginning. The overhead needed to parallelize and vectorize the algorithm to fit onto the CUDA architecture is too high to compensate for the transfer.

4.3.3. Conclusion

In this section we were able to show that we cannot expect the GPU to speed-up all operations executed by the DBMS. Despite the effort we spent on porting the native dictionary merge algorithm we were only able to achieve little speed-up compared to a sequential CPU implementation. If we consider the necessary transfer times the GPU even is considerably slower than the CPU. There are a few reasons why this algorithm is not a good match for the GPU considering the criteria from Section 3.5. There is a working parallel version for the CPU that introduces negligible overhead for partitioning, so point 1 is fulfilled. However, as one can already guess from the complexity, the Zip Merge involves much more calculation than the simple Algorithm 2. The same is true for thrust::merge, but the duplicate elimination adds a few additional steps. After all, a bitonic sort and a prefix sum is needed for every partition instead of one comparison per item in the sequential version. Also, 80% of the time needed to execute the algorithm on the CPU is needed to transfer input and results from/to the GPU, so point 3 is barely fulfilled. Finally, we cannot efficiently overlap transfer and computation because the complete dictionaries are needed for the partition step.

There is another major problem we have not mentioned yet: the Zip Merge does not work with variable length strings. There are several problems, most notably we do not know the amount of shared memory needed. It is limited and has to be allocated for a kernel in advance. We cannot predict the memory needed for every partition with variable length strings. Maybe it is not even possible to adapt this approach at all. Certainly, the computation would require more inter-thread communication and dynamic adjustment of partition sizes.

Hence, we can conclude that the GPU is not suited to handle the Dictionary Merge. However, the merged algorithm is better than the two combined primitives from the Thrust library. Additionally, the Zip Merge algorithm is a good showcase because there is a clear difference between the SIMD parallelism needed for work distribution inside a workgroup and the “independent” parallelism between workgroups.

4.4. Related Work

Application logic in HANA was already discussed in [39]. They integrated the R language for statics as basis for machine learning algorithms. SQLScript provides the ability to express procedural logic in general and is interpreted by HANA itself [9]. Another approach to execute K-Means with the help of the DBMS was presented by Ordonez
et al. in [81]. They implemented the whole algorithm in plain SQL with the help of temporary tables.

Heimel and Markl also identified query optimization as a promising task to execute on the GPU, because it is usually compute-bound and requires minimal data transfer. As a proof-of-concept they integrated an GPU-assisted selectivity estimator for real-valued range queries based on Kernel Density Estimation into PostgreSQL [45].

Krüger et al. showed that the GPU is better at merging than the CPU [61]. However, on the CPU they chose to fully sort the dictionaries after concatenating and did an additional step for eliminating duplicates instead of using Algorithm 2. Also, in the second phase of the Delta Merge, when the new value IDs are created (see Section 2.2.4 and Section 3.4.3), they did not use a simple map, but looked up every value in the new dictionary. Both decisions make the algorithm do much more computing than necessary and create an advantage for the GPU.
5. Query Execution on GPUs—A Dynamic Task

In the last chapter we have taken a look at static tasks in a DBMS that can be offloaded to the GPU. Their common ground is that we can predict the benefit of offloading if we know their input’s size and their parameters, e.g., the $k$ for K-Means or the number of predicates for the maximum entropy calculations. We discuss this scheduling decision in detail in the next chapter. Still, to justify an expensive co-processor like a high-performance GPU in a general DBMS, it should be able to execute at least parts of the major workload: query execution.

In contrast to static tasks, query execution is nearly unpredictable in performance on the GPU, because it is a combination of different primitives—relational operators in this case—that are combined at run-time. The order and type of operators is different for every query. Hence, we call query execution a *dynamic task*. Past research on using GPUs [34, 46, 43, 42, 6, 54] and other co-processors [31, 97] for query execution treated every operator as a static task independent of the other operators. We present parts of this work in Section 5.6.

There are, however, problems with the approach of considering every operator on its own:

- First, although especially OLAP queries can be quite compute-intensive, their execution plans are often very large and most operators actually do not do much work. The overhead for starting new kernels and synchronization becomes significant and we cannot fully utilize all cores on the GPU. In Section 4.3 we have seen that we gain performance if we combine primitives. This would be beneficial for query execution as well.

- Second, we have to materialize every intermediate result for this approach and in the worst case transfer it to main memory if it does not fit into the device memory. Since the output of every operator is the input of the next one, we do not know their parameters and input sizes in advance. Hence, we cannot decide if offloading an operator is beneficial before we start the actual execution. Instead we have to wait for every operator to finish and decide where to execute the next one.

To overcome these problems, we proposed to build custom query kernels to avoid materialization and overhead in [88]. These kernels represent the query execution plan and can be compiled to machine code at run-time. JIT-compilation was recently proposed as a novel approach for query execution on the CPU as well. In Section 5.2 we explain the

---

1 This chapter represents are more detailed description of our work in [88].
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classic operator approach. Dees et al [19] introduced a bulk-synchronous model that merges relational operators in a way that most queries are transformed to not more than two function calls. However, in their work they mainly focus on data representation, indexes and the techniques used for execution of the (merged) operators. In Section 5.3 we go into the details of the bulk-synchronous processing they use for execution on multi-core CPUs.

Because their model uses only one layer of parallelism, it cannot be applied to the GPU in this form. By adding a second SIMD-style layer of parallelism—similar to what we explained for the Dictionary Merge above—we can adapt this model for GPU execution as we show in Section 5.4. We compare the performance of our prototype on GPU and CPU with the implementation from [19] in Section 5.5.

Still, in general query execution is a data-intensive task. Even with a solution that prevents back-and-forth-transfers of intermediate results, input and output of the whole query must be transferred between CPU and GPU somehow. Therefore we take a look at our options to cope with this problem in Section 5.1 before we start off.

5.1. In General: Using GPUs for data-intensive problems

The transfer to the GPU is the main bottleneck for data-centric workloads as we already discussed earlier. Because of two characteristics, query execution is data-intensive and not compute-intensive, making the transfer to the external co-processor an unsolvable problem.

First, we cannot predict beforehand which values of a relation are really accessed and have to transfer them all. If a selection evaluates a predicate on one column, the values of the other column in this row are also filtered without ever being touched. Universal Virtual Addressing (UVA) is NVIDIA’s solution to avoid unnecessary transfers by streaming the required data at the moment it is needed on the GPU. The authors of [52] propose UVA for join processing on the GPU, Yuan et al. also use it for query execution in general [106]. But this approach is very limited because just like the “pinned transfers” described in Section 3.4.3 UVA requires main memory to be pinned. As we have shown, pinning memory is very expensive and only a limited amount of memory can be pinned. Also, we have no way to force data to stay on the GPU, so this approach might lead to repeating transfers of the same data segments if data is touched more than once. Still, this might be a solution for some problems.

The second and much worse problem is that the transfer of a tuple is slower than processing it once in typical query. Even if the GPU accesses the main memory sequentially and we can use streaming we remain limited to the PCIe bandwidth of theoretically 8 GB/s (PCIe 2). Research has shown, that evaluation of predicates is much faster—up to 25 GB/s per thread(!)—on the CPU [103]. Even if other operators are slower on the CPU, the probability that queries with a low selectivity are faster on the GPU is low. From our perspective there are three possibilities to cope with this problem:

1. The data is replicated to the GPU memory before query execution and cached there.
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2. The data is stored exclusively in the GPU’s memory.

3. CPU and GPU share the same memory.

The first option limits the amount of data to the size of the device memory, which is very small at the moment: high end graphic cards for general-purpose computations have about 4–16 GB. Furthermore, updates have to be propagated to the GPU.

Storing the data exclusively in the GPU’s memory also limits the size of the database. Furthermore, there are queries that should be executed on the CPU, because they require advanced string operations or have a large result set (see Section 5.4.2). In this case we face the transfer problem again, only this time we have to copy from GPU to CPU.

The third solution, i.e., CPU and GPU sharing the same memory, is not yet available for high performance GPUs. Integrated GPUs in AMD’s Trinity architecture already show a working solution for this feature, but both the CPU as well as the GPU are slow compared to modern server processors and graphic cards. However, research has already evaluated join operations on such architectures [54]. So, we are sure that the transfer bottleneck for GPGPU applications will not be a problem for long anymore. But until shared memory is available, replication is the best choice for our needs.

5.2. JIT Compilation—a New Approach suited for the GPU

Query execution in most RDBMS is done in two phases. In the first phase the DBMS parses the query entered by the user and creates an execution plan consisting of operators of a system-specific algebra. This plan is optimized during its creation—we explained some details in Section 4.2—before it is actually executed in the second phase. For the execution of this plan traditional RDBMS use the Volcano model [36]. Every operator of the execution plan has an ONC interface. After an initial open, next is called on the final operator to get the first record of the result. The operator then calls the next function of the parent operator and so on until the whole result set is fetched record by record. The model is flexible enough to allow the introduction of new operators, e.g., different join-implementations and by calling the operator for each tuple it avoids materialization of intermediate results. With this strategy the bottleneck of traditional systems, I/O to disk, can be reduced to a minimum. With larger main memory buffer pools in disk-based DBMS and MMDBMS, I/O is still dominating in some cases, but not the general bottleneck anymore. Hence, the overhead induced by the tuple-at-a-time-strategy is much too high for modern systems. The code has to be loaded by the CPU every time one operator’s next method is called, the code locality of the strategy is bad. Additionally, these methods are virtual, i.e., every call requires a lookup in the virtual method table.

Consequently, MonetDB—as the pioneer column store DBMS—uses a column-at-a-time approach, which calculates the whole result of each operator in one call. This approach perfectly supports intra-operator-parallelism. Parallel execution of each operator can be easily implemented by splitting the input of the operator, processing it in parallel, and merging the results in the end. The disadvantage of this is that every
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Figure 5.1.: Hand-written code is still faster than vectorwise [108]

operator runs until all data is processed and its results are materialized in main memory. Therefore, every operator needs to load the intermediate results into the cache again. Processor optimizations, such as branch prediction over operator bounds, are unusable. Another problem is that the size of intermediate results is limited to the available main memory. If it gets larger, the operating system starts to swap to disc.

To overcome this limitations and get the best of both approaches, the successors of MonetDB, X100 and Vectorwise use configurable-size vectors of tuples as intermediate results [108]. By choosing a size smaller than the available cache, materialization is very fast, but the workload of every next-call is still large enough to support intra-operator-parallelism. Also, the overhead for book-keeping and operator calls is dramatically minimized compared to the tuple-at-a-time model. Vectorwise shows impressive performance on OLAP scenarios with this vector-at-a-time processing [10].

Still, all of these approaches use the operators introduced by the Volcano model to separate each phase of the query-plan execution. Hand-written C-Code still performs significantly faster as we see in Figure 5.1, because there is no book-keeping and no materialization. Neumann [72] proposes to leave the volcano-like operators and merge them until synchronization is unavoidable. Logically, these operators are still used, but they are not called as separate function anymore. Figure 5.2 shows an example for this approach. He generates code for every query, compiles it just-in-time and uses the compiler for low-level-optimization. Neumann already stated that new compiler developments—like adjustments to modern CPUs—can directly be used with the help of the JIT approach.

The Volcano model with operators as functions performs even worse on GPUs, because kernel calls are much more expensive than virtual function calls. The column-at-a-time model requires intermediate results to be transferred to the CPU’s memory because the GPU’s memory might not be large enough to hold it. With the vector-at-a-time model we would have to choose huge vector sizes to allow full utilization on the GPU. Every
5.3. A Model for Parallel Query Execution

In this section we describe a model for parallel execution of relational operators on the CPU. This model targets a MIMD-architecture, where threads can execute different instructions. One of the main challenges when designing parallel algorithms is to keep the amount of communication between threads low, because communication requires threads to be synchronized. Every time we synchronize threads to exchange data, some cores are forced to wait for others to finish their work. One strategy to avoid synchronization is to partition the work in equally-sized chunks and let every thread process one or more chunks independently. In the end, the results of each thread are merged into one final result. The less time is spent on partitioning, the more can be used to do the real work. This approach is called bulk-synchronous model [101] and describes the first level of parallelism we need to distribute work over independent threads.

Dees et al. [19] have shown that we can create code for most queries that fits into such a concept. The query execution always starts with a certain table (defined by the join order), which is split horizontally. The split is performed only logically and does not imply real work. In the first phase of the query execution every partition of the table is processed by one thread in a tight loop, i.e., selections, joins, and arithmetic terms are executed for each tuple independently before the next tuple is processed. We call this
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the *Compute* phase, since it is the major part of the work. Before we start the second phase of the query execution, called *Accumulate*, all threads are synchronized once. The Accumulate phase merges the intermediate results into one final result.

This model is similar to the MapReduce model, which is used to distribute work over a heterogeneous cluster of machines [18]. However, our model does not have the limitations of using key-value pairs. Additionally, the Accumulate phase does not necessarily reduce the number of results, while in the MapReduce model the Reduce phase always groups values by their keys. In case of a selection, for instance, the Accumulate phase just concatenates the intermediate results.

The Accumulate phase depends on the type of query, which can be one of the following patterns.

**Single Result**

The query produces just a single result line, e.g., a SQL query with a sum clause but no group by, TPC-H query 6 for instance:

```sql
select sum(l_ext...*l_discount) from ...
```

This is the simplest case for parallelization: Each thread just holds one result record. Two interim results can be easily combined to one new result by combining the records according to the aggregation function.

**(Shared) Index Hashing**

On SQL queries with a group by clause where we can compute and guarantee a maximum cardinality that is not too large, we can use index hashing. This occurs for example in TPC-H query 1:

```sql
select sum(...) from ... group by l_returnflag, l_linestatus
```

We store the attributes `l_returnflag` and `l_linestatus` in a dictionary-compressed form. The size of each dictionary is equal to the number of distinct values of the attribute. With this we can directly deduce an upper bound for the cardinality of the combination of both attributes. In our concrete example the cardinality of `l_returnflag` is 2 and `l_linestatus` has 3 distinct values for every scale factor of TPC-H. Therefore the combined cardinality is $2 \cdot 3 = 6$. When this upper bound multiplied with the data size of one record (which consists of several sums in query 1) is smaller than the cache size, we can directly allocate a hash table that can hold the complete result. We use index hashing for the hash table, i.e., we compute one distinct index for the combination of all attributes that serves as a hash key. On the CPU, we differentiate whether the results fit into the L3-(shared by all cores of one CPU) or the L2-(single core) cache. If only the L3 cache is sufficient, we use a shared hash table for each CPU where entries are synchronized with latches. We can avoid this synchronization when the results are small.
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enough to fit into L2 cache. In this case we use a separate hash table for each thread while remaining cache efficient.

For combining two hash tables, we just combine all single entries at the same positions in both hash tables, which is performed similar to the single result’s handling. There is no difference in combining shared or non-shared hash tables.

Dynamic Hash Table

Sometimes we cannot deduce a reasonable upper bound for the maximum group by cardinality or we can not compute a small hash index efficiently from the attributes. This can happen if we do not have any estimation of the cardinality of one of the group by attributes or the combination of all group by attributes just exceeds a reasonable number. In this case we need a dynamic hash table that can grow over time and use a general 64-bit hash key from all attributes. The following is an example query in which it is difficult to give a good estimation for the group by cardinality:

```
select sum() ... from ... group by l_extendedprice, n_nationkey, p_partsupp, c_custkey, s_suppkey
```

Combining two hash tables is performed by rehashing all elements from one table and inserting it into the other table, i.e., combing the corresponding records.

Array

For simple select statements without a group by, we just need to fill an array with all matching lines. The following SQL query is an example for this problem:

```
select p_name from parts where p_name like '%green%'
```

5.4. Extending the Model for GPU Execution

In this section we explain what is necessary to use the Compute/Accumulate model for query execution on GPUs. Since only one global synchronization point is needed, we can execute each phase in one kernel. As we can see in Figure 5.3(a), the workgroups of the Compute kernel work independently and write the intermediate results (1) to global memory. This is similar to the threads executed on the CPU. The Accumulate kernel works only with one workgroup. It writes the final result (3) to global memory (the GPU’s RAM).

Until now, nothing has changed in the model. To differentiate it from the extended model that we introduce in a moment, we call this the global Compute/Accumulate process. It is a direct translation of the CPU implementation and shows that workgroups on the GPU are comparable to threads on the CPU.

However, in contrast to CPU threads, every OpenCL workgroup is capable of using up to 1024 Stream Processors for calculations. Threads running on those Stream Processors do not run independently but in a SIMD fashion, i.e., at least 32 threads are executing
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Basic Model, (b) Extended Model

Legend: 1 – intermediate results, 2 – global result, 3 – private result

the same instruction at the same time. These threads form a so called warp—the warp size may be different for future architectures. If there are branches in the code, all threads of one warp step through all branches. Threads that are not used in a certain branch execute No Operations (NOPs) as long as the other threads are calculating. The threads of one warp are always in sync, but all threads of one workgroup must be synchronized manually if necessary. Although this local synchronization is cheap compared to a global synchronization, we have to be careful about using it. Every time it is called, typically all workgroups execute it. Since we use up to 1,000 workgroups (see Section 5.5.4), the costs for one synchronization also multiply.

Therefore we apply a local Compute/Accumulate model in the global Compute phase. First, the local execution is adapted to the GPU’s memory hierarchy. Because the local results are only accessed by the threads of one workgroup, there is no need to write them to global memory. The whole process can be seen in Figure 5.3(b). Every (GPU-)thread computes its result in private memory (3), usually the registers of each Stream Processor. At the end of the local Compute phase, the results are written to local memory, the threads are synchronized, and the local Accumulate phase is started.

Second, in contrast to the independent workgroups of the global model, the local processes work in a SIMD fashion and therefore differ from the global phase in the detail. Since we do mostly the same with every tuple we can do this in parallel on a batch of tuples at a time in a SIMD-fashion. The size of the batch equals the number of threads per workgroup. Instead of splitting the partitions in contiguous chunks like in the global model, we stripe them. The thread ID equals the position of the tuple in the batch, i.e., the first thread of the workgroup works on the first tuple, the second on the second, and so on. This works much better than horizontally partitioning the table, because we enforce coalesced memory access. The worst case for this SIMD approach arises if a few tuples of the batch require a lot of work and the rest is filtered out early. As we explained above this leads to a lot of cores executing NOPs, while only a few are doing real work. If all tuples of the batch are filtered—or at least all tuples processed by one warp—the GPU can skip the rest of the execution for this batch and proceed to the next. Fortunately this is often the case in typical OLAP scenarios data, e.g., data of a certain time frame is queried and is stored in the same part of the table.

The aggregation specified by the query is in parts already done in the local Compute phase, where each thread works on private memory. In the local/global Accumulate
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Table 5.1.: SIMD operations required by pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query result pattern</th>
<th>SIMD Operation</th>
<th>Sort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Result</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>bitonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Hashing (group by)</td>
<td>sum</td>
<td>bitonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
<td>prefix sum &amp; copy</td>
<td>merge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

phase we merge these private/intermediate results. The threads are writing simultaneously to local memory, so we require special algorithms that work in a SIMD fashion and avoids memory conflicts. The algorithms (prefix sum, sum, merge, and bitonic sort) are well known and can be found in the example directory that is delivered with NVidia’s OpenCL implementation. Therefore we just name them at this point and give a short overview but not a detailed description.

The easiest case is no aggregation at all, where we just copy private results to local memory and later to global memory. However, since all threads copy their result in parallel, the right address has to be determined to guarantee that the global result has no gaps. Therefore, each thread counts the number of its private results and writes the size to local memory. To find the right offset for each thread start position we calculate the prefix sum in local memory. This is done by pairwise adding elements in \( \log n \) steps for \( n \) being the number of threads. In the end every position holds the number of private results of all threads with smaller IDs and therefore the position in the global result.

We use a very similar approach for the \( \text{sum} \)-Aggregation. In case of a single result pattern (see Section 5.3) we calculate the sum of the private results in parallel by again using pairwise adding of elements in local memory. For index hashing (see Section 5.3) this has to be done for each row of the result. The second column of Table 5.1 shows the SIMD operation belonging to the results pattern.

Sorting is the final process of the Accumulate phase. In every case we can use bitonic sort. In case of the array pattern it is also possible to pre-sort the intermediate results in the Compute phase and use a simple pair-wise merge in the Accumulate phase.

5.4.1. Concrete Example

Figure 5.1 shows the OpenCL code for the Compute kernel of query 4 (Q4):

```opencl
select o_orderpriority, count(*) from orders
where o_orderdate >= '1993-07-01'
and o_orderdate < '1993-10-01'
and exists (select * from lineitem
    where l_orderkey = o_orderkey
    and l_commitdate < l_receiptdate)
group by o_orderpriority
order by o_orderpriority
```
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Parameters for the kernel are pointers to the columns in global memory, a pointer to the result memory and the size of the block that is processed by each thread. The query parameters, such as the date and the number of expected results, are compiled into the code at run-time. We use WG_SIZE as abbreviation for get_local_size(0), which is the number of threads per workgroup. Before starting the local Compute phase private (per thread) and local (per workgroup) memory segments are initialized and every thread calculates its starting position.

The actual Compute phase is represented as a for-loop. Inside the loop the tuples are filtered according to the where clause, which is a date range in Q4. The inner loop after the filter instructions represents the join operation between lineitem and orders. In this loop we iterate over the join index and filter tuples according to the inner select's where clause. As soon as one tuple is found, the private counter for this orderpriority is incremented and the rest of the inner loop is skipped. At the end of the Compute phase every thread of a workgroup holds the result for the tuples it processed in private memory.

In the local Accumulate phase these results are added to the interim result of every workgroup. A sum function as described in Section 5.4 is executed on every line of the result to sum up the counted tuples of the Compute phase.

Listing 5.1: Compute kernel of Q4

```c
__kernel void global_compute(
    __global unsigned short* p_c1,
    __global unsigned short* p_c0,
    __global long* interim_result,
    int bs
) {
    __local long l_thread_data[RESULT_SIZE];
    __local long p_thread_data[RESULT_SIZE];

    uint start = (get_group_id(0) * WG_SIZE * bs) + get_local_id(0);
    uint end = start + WG_SIZE * bs;

    for (unsigned i0=start; i0<end; i0+=WG_SIZE)) {
        unsigned short c1 = p_c1[i0];
        if (!(c1 >= 8582)) continue;
        if (!(c1 < 8674)) continue;
        unsigned c0 = p_c0[i0];
        unsigned ind1e = ind1[i0 + 1];
        for (unsigned i1=ind1[i0]; i1<ind1e; ++i1) {
            if (!(p_c2[i1] < p_c3[i1])) continue;
            ++p_thread_data[c0];
            break;
        }
    }
}
```
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```c
for (int j = 0; j < RESULT_SIZE; ++j) {
    local_sum(&l_thread_data[j], p_thread_data[j]);
}
```

5.4.2. Limitations of the GPU Execution

In this section we discuss the limits of our framework. We categorize these in two classes:

**Hard limits** Due to the nature of our model and the GPU’s architecture there are limits that cannot be exceeded with our approach. One of these limits is given by OpenCL: we cannot allocate memory inside kernels, so we have to allocate memory for (intermediate) results in advance. Therefore we have to know the maximum result size and since it is possible that one thread’s private result is as big as the final result, we have to allocate this maximum size for every thread. One solution to this problem would be to allocate the maximum result size only once and let every thread write to the next free slot. This method would require a lot of synchronization and/or atomic operations, which is exactly what we want to avoid. With our approach we are limited to a small result size that is known or can be computed in advance, e.g., top-k queries or queries that use `group by` on keys that have a relatively small cardinality. The concrete number of results we can compute depends on the temporary memory that is needed for the computation, the hardware, and the data types used in the result, but it is in the order of several hundred rows.

**Soft limits** Some use cases are known not to fit to the GPU’s architecture. It is possible to handle scenarios of this type on the GPU, but it is unlikely that we can benefit from doing that. The soft limits of our implementation are very common for general-purpose calculations on the GPU. First, the GPU is very bad at handling strings or other variable length data types. They simply do not fit into the processing model and usually require a lot of memory. An indication for this problem is, that even after a decade of research on general-purpose computing on graphics processing units and commercial interest in it, there is no string library available for the GPU, not even simple methods such as `strstr()` for string comparison. In most cases we can avoid handling them on the GPU by using dictionary encoding. Second, the size of the input data must exceed a certain minimum to use the full parallelism of the GPU (see Section 5.5.4).

Furthermore, GPUs cannot synchronize simultaneously running workgroups. Therefore we cannot efficiently use algorithms accessing shared data structures, such as the shared index hashing and the dynamic hash table approach described in Section 5.4.
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5.5. Evaluation

In this section we present the performance results of our framework, which have in parts already been shown in [88]. Each query consists of two functions that are compiled at run-time when the query is executed. On the CPU TBB is used to execute the functions in parallel, the function code itself is compile with LLVM. On the GPU every query requires two kernels, OpenCL is used for parallelization as well as for JIT compilation.

5.5.1. Details on Data Structures

Our data structures are kept very simple and optimized for columnar main memory access. The basic data structure is an array for each column where all values are stored consecutively. We use only basic data compression, the number of bytes used for numeric values is the smallest integral C++ type that can hold all the values of the array, i.e., either 1, 2, 4 or 8 bytes. For variable-length strings we only store a pointer directing to the underlying character array. However, we seldom store strings directly in a single array, but use dictionary encoding for string columns instead, because handling strings—especially with SIMD instructions and on the GPU—cannot be done efficiently. These dictionaries hold all distinct values in sorted order. This is advantageous as ordering properties remain valid for the integers encoding the values in the dictionary. With this, sorting or range lookups can be directly performed on the integers. Having a dictionary for a certain column, we also know the number of distinct values. In case of group by queries, we can often use this knowledge to allocate the correct (maximum) amount of memory for the result. We also keep a minimum of statistical information: For numeric columns we keep track of the minimum and maximum value residing in that column. This is useful to perform efficient and correct casting for calculations, e.g., in a sum clause.

Another important part of our data structures are join indices. We generate join indices for all foreign key declarations in both directions. Instead of traditional B-tree indices we use position-based join indices. Therefore we implemented several variants depending on join cardinality. For example, columns referencing a column of another table via a foreign key are guaranteed to have exactly one matching row. Here our join index consists of a simple array holding single row numbers referencing the target table. For columns where each row references several rows of the joined table, we store a list of referenced row numbers. The list is stored by holding a begin and end offset pointing to a data array with the row numbers. While these join indices may cause a lot of random accesses for certain relations even if we sort the numbers within each list, the simple access patterns usually pay off. In effect, these simple access patterns make it possible to use indices on the GPU in the first place.

5.5.2. Test System and Test Data

To evaluate our implementation we run several different TPC-H queries on the scale factor 10 dataset (10 GB data). We compare the performance of NVidia’s Tesla C2050
to a HP Z600 workstation with two Intel Xeon X5650 CPUs. Details about the hardware, such as GFLOPs, are listed in Appendix A.1. However, floating point operations are rarely needed in query execution and to the best of our knowledge there are no comparisons on the performance of integer operations for our devices. All tests were conducted on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. The framework was compiled with gcc 4.5 and TBB 3.0 Update 8. The JIT compilation was done by LLVM 2.9 for the CPU and the OpenCL implementation that is shipped with CUDA 5.0 for the GPU.

We performed our experiments on seven different TPC-H queries. We ran all of those queries on the CPU as well as on the GPU, i.e., all of those queries are suitable for GPU execution. Therefore, we can either use the Single Result (Q6) or the index hashing (all other queries) pattern as described in Section 5.4. By selecting queries with different characteristics we tried maximizing the coverage for different query types. For example, the queries vary in the size of the result structure, in the number of tables involved or in the kind of operator patterns.

5.5.3. GPU and CPU Performance

Since the native CPU implementation described in Section 5.3 was already compared to other DBMS [19], we take it as our baseline and compare it to our OpenCL implementation.

In our first experiment we compare the implementations by measuring the raw execution time of each query. As explained in Section 5.1 the necessary columns for execution are in memory, we do not consider the compile times, and we include result memory allocation (CPU and GPU) and result transfer (only needed on the GPU). We configure the OpenCL framework to use 300 workgroups with 512 threads each on the GPU and 1000 workgroups with 512 threads on the CPU. This configuration gives good results for all queries as we show in Section 5.5.4.

Figure 5.4 compares the execution times for seven TPC-H queries on different platforms: Z600 is the native CPU implementation on the Z600 machine, Tesla/CL the OpenCL implementation on the Tesla GPU and Z600/CL the OpenCL implementation executed on the CPU of the workstation. As we can see, the OpenCL implementation for the GPU is considerably faster than the native implementation on the workstation for most queries. The only exception is Q1, for which the GPU takes almost twice as long. The OpenCL implementation of Q1 on the CPU is significantly worse than the native implementation as well. The reason for this is hard to find, since we cannot measure time within the OpenCL kernel. The performance results might be worse because in contrast to the other queries the execution of Q1 is dominated by aggregating the results in the local accumulate phase. This indicates that the CPU works better for queries without joins but with aggregations. Further tests and micro-benchmarks are needed to proof this hypothesis.

It is remarkable that the OpenCL implementation on the CPU achieves almost the same performance as the native CPU implementation for half of the queries, considering that we spent no effort in optimizing it for the actual architecture.
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5.5.4. Number of Workgroups and Threads

We illustrate in Figure 5.6 how the number of workgroups used for the execution of the query influences the performance. We measure two different configurations: the left figure shows the results when we use 512 threads per workgroup; on the right we use 256 threads per workgroup. Due to implementation details our framework is not able to execute queries 1 and 5 for less than around 140 resp. 200 workgroups. For the other queries we can clearly see in both figures that we need at least around 50,000 threads in total to achieve the best performance. This high number gives the task scheduler on the GPU the ability to execute instructions on all cores (448 on the Tesla C2050) while some threads are waiting for memory access. There is no noticeable overhead if more threads are started with the following exceptions:

Query 4 shows irregular behavior. It is the fastest query in our set, the total execution time is between 1 and 2 ms. Therefore uneven data distribution has a high impact.

Query 5 is getting slower with more threads, because the table chunks are too small and therefore the work done by a thread is not enough. The table, which is distributed over the workgroups, has only 1.5 mio rows, i.e., each thread processes only 3 rows in case of 1,000 workgroups with 512 threads each. This matter is even worse with Query 7, because the table we split has only 100,000 rows. The other queries process tables which have at least 15 mio rows.

This experiment shows that the GPU works well with a very high number of threads as long as there is enough work to distribute. In our experiments, one thread should process at least a dozen rows.

The behavior is similar to task scheduling on the CPU, where task creation does not induce significant overhead—in contrast to thread creation. Figure 5.7 shows the execution time of the native implementation depending on the grain sizes, which is the TBB term for the size of the partition and therefore controls the number of tasks. As we
can see, a large grain size prevents the task scheduler from using more than one thread and therefore slows down execution. The optimal grain size for all queries is around 1000. We achieve a speed-up of 7 up to 15 for this grain size. If the partitions are smaller, the execution time increases again. Similar to our OpenCL implementation the optimal number of tasks per core is around 100.

5.5.5. The Overhead for Using the GPU

Although the data to be processed is already accessible by the GPU, we have some overhead for calling the kernels, allocating the memory, and transferring the result back to main memory in the end. Depending on the amount of memory that needs to be allocated and transferred, this takes between 0.2 and 1.0 ms. In Figure 5.5 we show the impact on the execution time. Especially for the short-running queries 4, 6 and 14 the time needed is noticeable. Although we need only two kernel calls and transfer not more than a few kilobytes for the result, the overhead makes almost 10 percent.

This shows that it is very important to communicate between CPU and GPU as rarely as possible. If we called each operator in an Open-Next-Close-fashion or had to reserve memory for materialized results of each operator, the overhead would take more time than the actual query execution.

5.6. Related Work

Over the last decade there has been a significant amount of research on using GPUs for query execution. He et al. built GDB, which is able to offload the execution of single operators to the GPU [42]. They implemented a set of primitives to execute joins efficiently. The main problem is that the data has to be transferred to the GPU, but only a small amount of work is done before copying the results back to the main memory. Peter Bakkum and Kevin Skadron ported SQLite to the GPU [6]. The complete database is stored on the graphics card and only the results are transferred. Since all operations
are executed on the GPU, their system is not able to use variable length strings. It

can process simple filter operations, but does neither support joins nor aggregations.
Another approach with the focus on transactional processing has been tried in [44].
Their implementation is able to execute a set of stored procedures on the data in the
GPU’s memory and handles read and write access.

A very good summary about published database operators such as selection, joins
and aggregations on external GPUs is given by the authors of [46]. Until now only
one publication about an operator on an integrated CPU/GPU architecture is available:
in [54] the authors propose a stream join for the GPU which makes use of the shared
memory provided by AMD’s Trinity architecture. Since it is not necessary to transfer
data anymore, the HELLS-join is depending only on the processing power and on the
bandwidth between the processing unit and the memory. The evaluation shows that
Trinity’s GPU allows faster stream join processing than it’s CPU.

The most promising approach to execute analytical queries on heterogeneous hardware
has been proposed by Heimel et al [46]. They re-implemented all relational operators
available in MonetDB with OpenCL and showed that this delivers the same performance
on the CPU as MonetDB’s native multi-core-CPU approach. The benefit is of course
that OpenCL can be executed on other supported processor architectures. The approach
targets heterogeneous processors, such as AMD’s APUs, but can also execute operators
on an external co-processor. To hide the transfer they cache columns on the GPU. Their
results show—similar to ours—that a modern GPU can be faster than the CPU in many
cases if you ignore the time needed to copy the data to the external memory. However,
there are also queries that run faster on the CPU.

The authors of [106] create OpenCL and CUDA code for OLAP queries of the Star
Schema Benchmark (SSB) [78]. Their paper is written under the assumption that
the GPU is better at query execution than the CPU (Yin), but transfer is necessary (Yan). Consequently they integrated the PCIe transfer into their model and showed some promising ways to use streaming for star schema queries. Their evaluation shows that every query runs faster on their framework than in MonetDB—even with transfer. From our point of view this is an unfair comparison. While their framework is able to handle only SSB queries, Monet DB is a full-fledged DBMS that can execute any type of query and adheres to the ACID rules. They tuned their implementation manually, e.g., with the help of invisible Joins, but left MonetDB in its original state. As for our work a comparison with the implementation of Dees et al. [19] or Neumann [72] would be more appropriate. Nevertheless, their streaming approach may in many cases be a good alternative for data replication as we used it and becomes even more interesting with heterogeneous platforms.

Compiling a complete query plan (or parts of it) into executable code is a radical and novel approach. Classical database systems generate executable code fragments for single operators, which can be used and combined to perform a SQL query. There are several recent approaches for generating machine code for a complete SQL query. The prototype system HIQUE [60] generates C code that is just-in-time-compiled with gcc, linked as shared library, and then executed. The compile times are noticeable (around seconds) and the measured execution time compared to traditional execution varies: TPC-H queries 1 and 3 are faster, query 10 is slower. Note that the data layout is not optimized for the generated C code. HyPer [56, 72] also generates code for incoming SQL queries. However, instead of using C, they directly generate LLVM IR code (similar to Java byte code), which is further translated to executable code by an LLVM compiler [99]. Using this light-weight compiler they achieve low compile times in the range of several milliseconds. Execution times for the measured TPC-H queries are also fast, still, they use only a single thread for execution.

One of the fundamental models for parallel query execution is the exchange operator proposed by Graefe [35]. This operator model allows both intra-operator parallelism on partitioned datasets as well as horizontal and vertical inter-operator parallelism. Although this model can also be applied to vectorized processing strategies it still relies on iterator-based execution. Thus, the required synchronization between each operator can induce a noticeable overhead.

5.7. Conclusion

In this chapter we showed how we can compare the performance of query execution on the GPU with the one on the CPU in a fair manner. In other works we often see two extremes: Either the presented GPU implementation is compared to the performance of a full fledged DBMS that provides much more functionality and adheres to the ACID-rules or the GPU implementation is modified so it can be used on the CPU as well.

In contrast to that we tried to provide a fair comparison by using a hand-tailored solution for the CPU and one for the GPU that both use a comparable model for execution. We are confident that the tested queries cannot be executed faster than
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that on the used hardware.

The results show that some queries can indeed be executed faster on the GPU than on the CPU and that OpenCL can be used to parallelize algorithms on the CPU.
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In the previous chapters we have shown that some tasks in a DBMS can be offloaded to a co-processor with benefit. In many cases however, the CPU is faster than the GPU for certain input sizes or parameters. Therefore, we need a framework that offloads tasks automatically only if this is beneficial. Such a framework—called HyPE—was developed as a joint work of researchers from Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg and TU Ilmenau in [12].

In Section 6.1 we motivate, why automatic scheduling of operators is necessary. The concept of operators as we use it, is explained in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 we present the decision model for offloading operators to a co-processor. HyPE is the implementation of this model. We evaluate it with the help of two use cases in Section 6.4. We take a look at related work in Section 6.5 and conclude this chapter in Section 6.6.

6.1. Motivation

In the previous chapters we showed that a DBMS can benefit from a co-processor such as the GPU but not all calculations should be offloaded there. Unfortunately the CPU’s and GPU’s architectures are much too different, to safely predict if a task runs faster on the CPU or on the co-processor—although there are indicators and rules of thumb. For some tasks, such as the dictionary merge algorithm presented in Section 4.3, there is no benefit in using the GPU at all. In this case the transfer is the dominant factor, but there are also tasks that are not parallelizable in an efficient manner.

In many cases, however, there is a range of input sizes, where it makes sense to execute the task on the GPU (see Sections 3.4.4, 4.2.2, 4.1.2). We call this range GPU-benefit range as shown in Figure 6.1. If, on one hand, the amount of input data is to small, the GPU cannot be fully utilized. On the other hand a large input might not fit into the GPU’s memory and cannot be processed without swapping. The GPU-benefit range strongly depends on the CPU and GPU in the system; there are three common configurations:

Descriptive configuration In desktop systems we often find powerful gaming graphic cards combined with a standard desktop CPU, which has two or four cores. In such a system the GPU-benefit range is wide, as long as single precision calculations are sufficient.

The implementation can be found here: http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/research/gpu/hype/
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**Server configuration** Server CPUs are typically more powerful than their desktop pendants and have four to eight cores. In Table 6.1 a common combination of processor and graphics card for desktop and server machines is shown. The Xeon processor is able to execute twice the number of operations within the same time than the desktop processor. High-end desktop CPUs have a similar performance like server CPUs. However, workstation or server machines usually have multiple CPUs that are interconnected with a fast network.

Server class GPUs on the other hand do not provide significantly more single precision performance. The K20 for instance is only 10% more powerful than the GTX 770. Instead, vendors like NVIDIA focus on adding performance for double precision calculations: the server GPU processes nine times as many floating point operations as the desktop GPU.

In combination this means that on server machines there are less tasks that can be executed faster with the GPU than with the CPU: the GPU-benefit range is tighter than on a desktop machine.

**Heterogeneous architecture** At the time of writing there are CPUs available that have an integrated GPU, namely Intel’s Haswell architecture and AMD’s APUs, but they are mainly sold in mobile and energy-efficient desktop PCs. There is a high probability that we will see these heterogeneous architectures in future server CPUs as well. These heterogeneous processors share the main memory—and even some parts of the cache hierarchy—between all processing units [14]. Hence, the transfer bottleneck vanishes.

---

2The listed calculation power in Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPS) is a theoretical value and should only be used as an indicator. Vendors use different ways of determining the calculation power. It makes no sense to compare the CPU numbers with the GPU numbers, but comparing the devices of one vendor is feasible.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation Power in GFLOPS</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU (SP/DP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desktop: i5-3450, GeForce GTX 770</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>3213/134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server: Xeon E5-4650, K20</td>
<td>172.8</td>
<td>3520/1173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1.: Comparison of typical desktop and server configurations. Numbers from hardware specifications [49, 76].

However, this huge advantage brings two disadvantages: First, because they share the same memory, they both use the same memory technology. External GPUs are equipped with GDDR-memory that has a wider bandwidth (around 200 GB/s [76]) and a higher latency. The latency can be hidden by using a high number of threads (see Section 5.5.4). Integrated GPUs do use the standard system memory instead, where the bandwidth is significantly lower. Second, integrated GPUs share the same die with the CPU. Hence, they are limited in space and have to use one cooling system together with the CPU, so they are much less powerful than the ones on external cards.

The GPU-benefit range show in Figure 6.1 looks different for heterogeneous architectures because there is no upper limit depending on the GPU’s memory capacity. Still, there must be enough data to distribute over all GPU cores, i.e., for small input sizes the CPU is faster.

Many systems belong to one of these three categories, but there are of course also mixtures such as desktop systems with high end CPUs or with both, an integrated and an external GPU. Because of this variety it is not feasible to decide in advance which processing unit to use for a task with a certain input size. Calibrating a machine once is not practical as well because there might be thousands of tasks and for some the GPU-benefit range also depends on parameters other than the input size, e.g., for K-Means the range strongly depends on $k$ (see Section 4.1.2). Hence, a self-tuning approach that decides automatically where to execute certain tasks based on prior knowledge is necessary.

6.2. Operator Model

6.2.1. Base Model

For the framework we concentrate on static tasks—like the ones shown in Chapter 4—that can either be executed by the CPU or a co-processor such as a GPU. These tasks, which we refer to as operators in the following, are the base granularity for a scheduling decision. Using the framework for query plans generated just in time is limited. Predicting the execution time of a query that is executed in two phases as described in Chapter 5 is nearly impossible, because the influence of certain parts of the query is unknown when they are not modeled in independent operators. However, the scheduling framework can be used if the DBMS has to answer only a limited set of queries—similar to the parametrized queries of the TPC-H set. In this case we treat every possible query
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with its two kernels as one operator.

Figure 6.2.: Operator model [12]

An operator consists of three phases: the input data access/transfer, the actual computation time, and the result/output transfer. The output of one operator can be the input for another one as depicted in Figure 6.2. For accessing the input data and storing results, a certain amount of time is required, e.g., I/O time for fetching data from disk, or transferring data from/to an attached co-processor device. These times can easily be measured in current systems or calculated, e.g., when the bus bandwidth and transfer rates of the underlying hardware are known. For actually solving the task, computation time is consumed by the involved processor. This time depends on

1. the algorithm itself
2. the hardware used
3. the size of the input data
4. the characteristics of the input data to be processed, e.g., the selectivity of a complex filter
5. the parameters for the operator, e.g., a value range for a filter condition or more complex parameters, such as the $k$ for the K-Means algorithm

These dependencies are usually first known at run-time and may change. Hence, the computation time is harder to estimate than transfer times. Further, the computation time includes hidden data access times like main memory or cache accesses. Those internal times are hard to measure when the algorithm is executed and usually require sophisticated profiling tools that utilize dedicated system-specific hardware counters.

We regard operators as primitives where the computation phase is an atomic part that starts right after the input data is available. This perfectly matches the kernel model used by OpenCL and CUDA as described in Section 3.3 where input data needs to be transferred to the device before a parallel kernel starts processing, and its output has to be transferred back to the host if it cannot be reused by another kernel. This model is common in literature, e.g., [42]. Of course there are also more complex access patterns, which overlap data accesses with computation, e.g., the 4-way-concurrency
pattern described in Section 3.4.3. Further, several algorithms cannot be expressed with a single atomic computation phase. For instance, within a hash join operator, the probe phase needs to wait until all keys have been inserted into a hashtable. In such cases, the operator could be split further into dependent primitives. In general, this could be done and a scheduling decision could be made for each resulting primitive, but in most cases this approach is counterproductive. First, it complicates the decision because many possible execution plans are generated. Second, splitting such operators that are tightly coupled will hardly result in any improvement with separate processing decisions. Most likely, data transfer costs will negate any performance improvements or even lead to slowdowns. For our model we merge the primitives belonging to one operator as depicted in Figure 6.2. The framework makes a single scheduling decision and all internal data transfers are hidden in the computation phase.

6.2.2. Restrictions

There are restrictions to the scheduling decision: for the execution time estimation we neither consider system load nor do we analyze input data to gain knowledge about its characteristics. We explain the reasons and impacts of our framework design in the following.

System Load

Although the load of the processing unit may be important for the scheduling decision, it unfeasible to take it into account because of:

- **Model Complexity:** There are numerous resources that are affected by a running task, e.g., memory bandwidth and capacity, caches, processing capacity.\(^3\) Modeling the influence of different tasks on each other is, however, very complex. Moving a data-intensive task to the GPU for instance seems to be a good idea, when the CPU is working on another data-intensive task. Unfortunately the data transfer to the GPU also requires bandwidth from the memory bus and would also slow down the CPU execution. If both tasks accessed the same data, they may even benefit from running together on the CPU because the cache hierarchy can be utilized. Also, just marking a task as data-intensive or compute-intensive may be an over-simplification.

- **Measuring Complexity:** For some parts of the system it is not possible to measure the free resources easily. Determining the available memory bandwidth can only be done by trying or using a central instance to give away resources. A central instance of course only controls its own tasks. Resources used by other processes are left out. Even if the resource usage can be measured, it is only a picture for the moment. The system might look totally different as soon as the scheduling

\(^3\)Tasks requiring network or disk I/O are usually not suitable for a co-processor, because I/O can in general only be handled by the CPU.
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decision has been made, for instance because a memory consuming OLAP query just finished.

- **Resource Control**: Controlling resources for one task is very limited. In case of CPU load the only possibility is to limit the number of threads to be used. For the GPU not even this is possible. Another problem is that many tasks use libraries that work as an abstraction layer such as Intel’s TBB, which partly controls resource usage itself. Here the number of TBB-tasks does not say anything about the number of threads on the machine being used, because TBB also decides on scheduling tasks on processing units. Hence, the only way to save control the load would be to either execute a task or wait.

**Data Characteristics**

Execution times and result sizes often depend on the input data characteristics such as cardinality, clusters, or (partly) sorted blocks. However, tasks depend on certain characteristics only. Hence, there is no general assumption we can make about execution times for every task. One possibility to include this factor into the scheduling decision is to analyse the data and provide the result as parameter for the operator. The influence of the parameter is then learned by our framework.

**6.3. Decision Model**

In Section 6.1 we discussed that a framework is needed to decide at run-time which processing unit to use. The framework treats the underlying system hardware as black box and uses machine learning techniques to make a decision based on the conditions for the specific execution. Only little setup is required once to adjust the framework to the hardware. As soon as this initial calibration is done it learns the executions times for every task and makes decisions based on the collected data. In this section we describe this framework, which was first presented in [13].

**6.3.1. Problem Definition**

Before the framework decides on the processing unit \( p \) the total execution time \( T^p_{total} \) of an operator \( a \), which solves a problem of class \( A \) (e.g., hash join and merge join both solve the join problem), is estimated. \( T^p_{total} \) is the sum of in/output transfer time (\( T^p_i / T^p_o \)) and the actual computation time (\( T^p_c \)). We assume that there exist (unknown) functions \( t^p_i \), \( t^p_c \), and \( t^p_o \), which depend on different parameters and describe the system behavior for that specific processing unit:
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As explained in Section 6.2.2 we ignore the dynamic system load. The influences of the data size parameters, as well as the system hardware HW are considered to be static assuming that the hardware does not change during run-time. The abstract (multi-dimensional) parameter $P$ describes any number of other dynamic parameters like selectivity or cardinality that influence execution and output transfer time. Because we consider the output of every operator $a \in A$ to be the same, i.e., all algorithms produce the same solution, the output transfer time depends on the class and not on the specific operator. Therefore, the output size can be estimated in advance. Only the computation time depends on the specific operator $a$.

Since the actual functions $t^p$ are unknown to the framework, they have to be modeled. This can be achieved with various techniques, e.g., using analytical models, which are rather static, or learning based approaches that require an expensive learning phase (cf. Section 6.5). We use statistical methods that create an initial model with a short training phase and, during run-time, improve it with actual execution times for a specific input parameter set.

### 6.3.2. Training and Execution Phase

The operators’ execution models are divided into two phases as shown in Figure 6.3. Before the framework can be used a training phase is needed as initial calibration. First, the static hardware-specific behavior for data transfers needs to be approximated when the system is set up or the hardware configuration changed. Although the theoretical
bandwidth of PCIe 2.0 bus is 8 GB/s, the real bandwidth differs depending on the GPU and the mainboard. Therefore, in a short calibration operation, we copy data blocks with varying sizes to the GPU. By scheduling multiple asynchronous copy transactions we ensure that the available bandwidth is fully utilized. In case asynchronous transfers are not available, e.g., because the memory segments are not pinned (cf. Section 3.4), synchronous transfers are similarly calibrated. For GPU data transfers, we copied data blocks with varying sizes from the host’s RAM to the device memory. Since concurrent asynchronous copy operations are supported by modern GPUs, we executed 1000 copy transactions for fully utilizing the available bandwidth. Additionally, synchronous copies, which are serialized by the GPU driver, were scheduled to obtain transfer times that are required for small, single blocks. The bandwidth utilization for a workstation equipped with a Nvidia Tesla C1060 is shown in Figure 6.4.

The maximal rate we achieved was ≈5.7 GB/s. For block sizes smaller than 10 kB/s the transfer time is dominated by the overhead to execute the copy operation, i.e., 1000 synchronous transfers always take 10 ms no matter the size of each transfer. For synchronous transfers a block size of 0.7 MB is sufficient for fully utilizing the PCIe bus. Because asynchronous transfers use pinned memory and are executed in parallel, which hides the overhead for calling the GPU driver’s copy interface to a certain degree, a smaller block size of around 70 kB is sufficient.

The second step of the training phase is the creation of the initial computation time models for the available algorithms. These models can either be built when the system is set up or at run-time, when operators need to be scheduled. In the latter case no reasonable decision can be made at first; hence the algorithms are just scheduled in a
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round robin fashion. The run-time of every operator is measured. Together with the calculated transfer times and the used parameters, these measures form interpolation points that are used to approximate functions describing the computation behavior.

The execution phase starts, when all initial training steps are done. From this point on, scheduling decisions are based on the execution times learned in the training phase (Figure 6.5). The processor with minimal expected costs \( (T_{\text{est}}(a_i, D)) \) is chosen and real execution times \( (T_{\text{real}}(a_i, D)) \) are measured. The measurements are then used to update the model in case \( T_{\text{est}}(a_i, D) \) for the given data set parameters \( D \) differs too much from the actual measure \( T_{\text{real}}(a_i, D) \) similar to [107]. The \((D, T_{\text{real}}(A_i))\)-measure pair (MP) is used to update the model accordingly. Details on that can be found in [13].

To limit the amount of memory needed to store measure pairs, ring buffers are used to overwrite old measurements. This way the time needed to calculate the approximation functions is also kept low. Using ring buffers causes very low overheads but may lead to worse approximations compared to other aging mechanisms that evaluate the significance for each MP and evict the least important one.

6.3.3. Model Deployment

Developing operators used by the decision model is orthogonal to the calibration and execution described in Section 6.3.2. No prior knowledge about the hardware is required to develop operators.

In general, the following steps are required to deploy the framework:

1. **Identify operators**: Similar to the tasks described in Chapter 4 operators have to be identified that are suitable for co-processing. It makes sense to first find hot-spots or bottlenecks during system execution, e.g., with the help of profiling tools, and check if using a co-processor may be promising. In case of the GPU and similar co-processors the points given in Section 3.5.1 can be used as rules of thumb. Then, the task has to be mapped to the operator model introduced in Section 6.2.

2. **Operator implementation**: the algorithm(s) solving the task have to be implemented and tuned for each kind of processing unit that shall be supported. OpenCL can be used for a universal implementation that is supported by the CPU.
and potential co-processors. In some cases it may be useful to use frameworks optimized for the given hardware, such as TBB for CPUs or CUDA for NVIDIA GPUs.

3. **Identify scheduling measure**: Until now we described how the scheduling framework can be used to optimize for response time. In some cases it might be useful to make decision base on another criterion such as throughput. The framework can easily be adapted.

4. **Identify parameters**: Next to the input size there might be other parameters that influence the scheduling decision. If these parameters are not given, they need to be estimated, e.g., \( k \) in \( k \)-means is given, the selectivity for a join operator needs to be estimated.

### 6.4. Evaluation

In this section we show that the framework makes accurate decision, i.e., the predicted execution times do not differ too much from the real/measured times. Furthermore, we show that the benefit for using the right processing unit outweighs the overhead for using the framework, i.e., calculating approximation functions and actually making the decision.

#### 6.4.1. Use Cases for Co-Processing in DBMS

To evaluate the framework we use two task that we describe in the following: sorting of data and index scans.

**Data Sorting**

We use data sorting as first use case for two reasons: First, the problem of sorting elements in an array has been widely studied and a variety of implementations is available, e.g., with the help of GPUs by Govindaraju et al [33]. Second, sorting is an important primitive for database operations such as sort-merge joins or grouping. It is also part of finding a good compression strategy as described in Section 2.2.3. Furthermore, it is a multi-dimensional problem when using the number of elements to be sorted and the number of CPU cores as parameters during scheduling.

We use the *TBB* sort implementation for the CPU and *Thrust* sort for the GPU. Figure 6.6 shows the speed-up of the GPU over the CPU implementation. As expected depending on the number of available cores on the CPU and the size of the array, sometimes the GPU and sometimes the CPU is faster. We plotted contour lines in the xy-plane that show when a certain speedup value is exceeded for a better orientation. Especially the regions where the speedup is smaller than 1, i.e., the CPU is faster than the GPU are interesting, because our framework should decide for the CPU in this case. In general the CPU is faster when less than 200,000 elements have to be sorted. The more cores are available the higher this value gets. With more than 12 threads, the CPU
is still faster at 1,000,000 elements. However, when using many threads the execution time is very unstable, because we depend on the OS to assign resources to our process. In contrast, all cores of the GPU are assigned to the running kernel. Hence, there is almost no variance in the run-time of the kernel for one input size. Also, TBB may use non-optimal partition sizes, which has a high impact on the execution time in case of a small number of elements. We observed similar behavior in the other experiments of this thesis (cf. Section 4.2.3).

**Index Scan**

Searching is—next to sorting—another very important primitive often used in DBMS-operations. To speed up search operations, indexes are commonly used on large data sets. Several variants exist for various use cases, e.g., B-trees for searching in one-dimensional datasets where an order is defined, or R-trees to index multi-dimensional data like geometric models. The GiST framework was developed to encapsulate operations on indexes like inserting or removing keys and provides operations for maintaining the tree such as height-balancing [47]. To implement a new index type, only the actual key values and key operations, such as query predicates, have to be defined by the developer. To define an n-dimensional R-tree for instance only minimal bounding rectangles
with \( n \) coordinates and an intersection predicate are required. Beier et al. implemented a framework that abstracts the hardware layer and enables look-up operations on the GPU and on the CPU at the same time [7].

The necessary parallelism to benefit from such an approach is achieved by grouping incoming operations and lookup several queries at once. This way two layers of parallelism are created. Every node to be scanned is assigned to one of the CPU’s cores or one of the GPU’s SMX. On the GPU the query predicates of the batch are then tested against the node’s child nodes in parallel on each thread processor.

For optimal scan performance, it is required to determine which node has to be scanned by which (co-)processor. The decision has to be made for every iteration and every node and depends on two parameters. The first one is the node size, i.e., the number of one node’s children (slots). It is determined once when the index is created and will not change at run-time. Large nodes result in many tests per node but less index levels to be scanned while small nodes reduce the required scan time per node but result in deeper trees. The second parameter is the number of queries per scan task, which of course changes with every batch. It depends on the application’s workload and the layer where a node resides. The batches start at the root node and are streamed through the tree until they are filtered or reach the leaf layer, returning final results. Hence, the root node and other nodes nearby are tested for almost every query and the number of queries per batch is expected to be large. Near the leaf layer more queries are already filtered out, the parameter is usually smaller here.

The parameters’ impact on scan performance is illustrated in Figure 6.8 where the GPU speedup \( s = \frac{\text{CPU time}}{\text{GPU time}} \) is plotted for different parameter combinations. For small node and batch sizes, the GPU’s cores cannot be fully utilized and is up to 2.5 times slower (\( \approx \frac{1}{s} \)) than its CPU counterpart. The break even points where CPU and GPU
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have the same run-time \((s = 1)\) are depicted with the dotted line.

### 6.4.2. Implementation and Test Setup

The decision model described in the previous section was implemented in the HyPE framework. Its estimation component uses statistical methods provided by the ALGLIB [4] package. For one-dimensional parameters the least squares method and spline interpolation provide good estimations while requiring reasonable time for calculations. If more than one parameter influences the execution time of an operator HyPE uses multi-parameter fitting.

We choose the index scan as use case for single-parameter estimations: the number of queries per batch. The number of slots per node is constant, because it is chosen in the beginning, when the index is created and not modified at run-time. The input data for the R-tree is artificially generated so that each node has 96 disjoint child keys. On the GPU 128 scan tasks are scheduled at once as described in [7]. The machine used for the experiment is equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU operating at 2.3 GHz and an NVIDIA Tesla C1060 GPU.

The sort workload is used to test our model for multi-parameter estimations. The first parameter is the number of 32-bit integers contained in the array to be sorted and the second parameter the number of threads that are available on the CPU for processing. We assume that the GPU is always free for processing and can use all its cores. The machine used for this experiment is a Z600 workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 with 6 cores each and the Tesla C2050. Data transfer times are included in all of the measurements.

---

4 See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
5 See Appendix A.1 for Details on Hardware.
6. Auto

6.4.3. Model Validation

In this section we evaluate the scheduling decisions of the HyPE framework. First, we executed a training phase for the use case with input data generated from the entire parameter space. The framework creates a global execution model for the trained problem class. Second, we compare the scheduling decision made by HyPE based on estimated run-times with the real run-time.

With an increasing number of parameter dimensions it becomes unfeasible to train the framework with all parameter combinations. For the sort workload, we choose 50 parameter combinations randomly from the generated workload. Figure 6.9 shows the relative estimations errors for the whole parameter space. The relative estimation error denotes the average absolute difference between each estimation value and its corresponding measure in the real workload. After this initial training phase, we added 250 additional samples. The new relative estimation errors are plotted in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.11.: Scheduling decisions for the index workload

As expected the largest errors occur in the area of many CPU cores and small data sizes. We already discussed that the execution times for this case are very unstable. Hence, a good prediction based on the given parameters is impossible. For most parameter combinations the estimation errors are $\approx 0$, which confirms that our model can effectively handle multiple parameters. The model becomes more accurate at run-time, when samples are added by executing the sort operation. In consequence scheduling decision for frequently executed operations are more accurate than for operation that are rarely executed.

The execution times for the index scan operation on CPU and GPU are illustrated in Figure 6.11. Because we used only one parameter, there is only one break-even point. After a short training phase, the relative estimation error for CPU scans is less than 9% and—since for this experiment again the GPU scan’s run-time is more stable than the CPU’s—the estimation error for the GPU scan is even smaller at around 4%. The shaded area shows the run-time of the respective model decision after the training. Together the HyPE and the GiST framework make sure that the application that uses the index gets the best performance without any knowledge about the underlying hardware.

### 6.4.4. Model Improvement

We showed that the run-time estimations of the HyPE framework are accurate and that in most cases the right algorithm is chosen. In this section we evaluate if we can benefit from hybrid processing in case of a typical workload. To quantify the performance gain we define a measure, the model improvement [12] as:

$$
\text{model improvement}(DM_i \rightarrow DM_j, W) = \frac{T_{DM_i}(W) - T_{DM_j}(W)}{T_{DM_i}(W)}
$$

(6.5)

The model improvement for a specific workload $W$ is a ratio that shows the impact on the run-time $T$ of a decision model $DM_i$ compared to another model $DM_j$. A positive value means that $DM_j$ allows the workload to be completed in a shorter run-time than $DM_i$, i.e., we benefit from using $DM_j$. Hence, not the sole number of wrong decisions is crucial for the model improvement but the decision’s impact. Wrong scheduling decisions near the break-even-point(s) are uncritical for most users.
We define $DM_{ideal}$ as the hypothetical model that always chooses the fastest algorithm and processing unit. It is an upper bound that cannot be achieved in practice because there is always overhead for making the decision and adapting the learned model. The goal is to get as close as possible to $DM_{ideal}$. A hybrid approach is beneficial when the model improvement is positive compared to the trivial models that always choose the same algorithm for the same processing unit. Otherwise, the overhead for learning and adapting parameters cancels out any performance gain.

To evaluate the model improvement of HyPE in combination with the GiST framework we create an R-Tree with equally structured nodes and non-overlapping keys. It has 5 levels and 96 slots, leading to a total number of 8 billion indexed entries. For every query workload we use predicates with a different selectivity. The higher the selectivity the more queries are sent to the child nodes, i.e., a higher selectivity means more queries per batch. Figure 6.12 shows the normalized total run-times for each decision model illustrated as bars. The differences between the run-times are depicted as curves. For selectivities below 20% the model that always chooses the CPU is almost ideal, because all batches except for the root-node queries are small. When the selectivity increases to over 40% batch sizes are large enough so that always choosing the GPU is the ideal model. If the selectivity is between 20% and 40% neither of the trivial models are ideal. HyPE however is close to the ideal model (within 5% including the overhead for adapting the model) in every case. Compared to the trivial models we achieve a significant performance improvement.

6.5. Related Work

Analytical Cost Models While we estimate execution times based on records of previous runs, there are other possibilities as well. Manegold et al. presented a framework that creates cost functions of database operations with the help of their memory access patterns. The cost functions are used to estimate the execution time of an operator [66].
Together with the query operators He et al. present a cost model that can be used to predict the run time of a query on the GPU in [42]. However, both models are limited to operators used in query execution, while we focus on a more general model. Kothapalli et al. propose to analyse CUDA kernel to predict the performance of any kernel [59].

**Learning based Execution Time Estimation** Similar to our approach, others also developed learning models, but used them in another context. For example, Zhang et al. used a learning model to predict the costs of XML queries. Akdere et al. proposed the Predictive DBMS in which the optimizer trains and selects models transparent to the user [3]. The basic idea of their approach is to perform a feature extraction on queries and compute execution time estimations based on them. Instead of predicting the execution time Matsunaga et al. presented an approach to estimate the resource usage for an application [68].

**Decision Models** Kerr et al. also worked on the possibility to automatically decide whether to use the GPU or not. Instead of a learning based approach they analyzed CUDA kernels and recorded a high number of metrics. These metrics are then used to decide on any given kernel written in CUDA. This choice is made statically in contrast to our work and introduces no run-time overhead but cannot adapt. Iverson et al. developed an approach that estimates execution times of tasks in the context of distributed systems [50]. The approach, similar to our model, does not require hardware-specific information, but differs in focus and statistical methods from ours.

### 6.6. Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a framework that schedules tasks to available processing units by using knowledge from previous executions. Our approach uses spline-interpolation to create a cost function for each operation and processing unit. Therefore, no detailed knowledge about the CPU or the co-processor is necessary, both are treated as black boxes. Every execution refines the cost function, and it can easily be re-calibrated in case the hardware changes. The evaluation results show that our approach achieves near optimal decisions and quickly adapts to workloads.
7. Conclusion

The first thing we learned while doing research on GPUs in DBMS was that although we can execute almost any task with the help of OpenCL or CUDA, they are not necessarily faster on the GPU. On the one hand, we have the transfer bottleneck. No matter, what technologies (UVA) or approaches (caching) we use, we always have to copy data to the device memory. On the other hand, not every algorithm can be fitted to the programming model used by the GPU. In general more work has to be done in parallel algorithms. Depending on the complexity of the partition and merge operations this overhead might outweigh the benefit of having more calculation power. Sometimes the overhead grows with the number of cores we want to use. Then the parallel algorithm scales well on a multi-core CPU, but fails on the GPU, where 100 times more threads are necessary.

Nevertheless, we could show that there are tasks within a DBMS that can benefit from the raw calculation power of the GPU. First, there is application logic; machine learning algorithms such as K-Means are known to run faster on the GPU. We showed that we can have the advantages of executing it in the DBMS as UDF and on the GPU at the same time. Second, query optimization depends on selectivity estimations, which have to be calculated with the help of linear algebra. GPU vendors provide libraries factors faster than comparable functions on the CPU. By using these libraries we can use more complex operations, so query execution can benefit from more accurate estimations. Third, although the GPU is not necessarily better at executing OLAP queries, there are queries where we are factor ten faster as long as the data fits into the GPU’s memory. Using the GPU for stored procedures that are executed regularly can free resources on the CPU for other jobs and provide results faster.

It is unlikely that the system can estimate a task’s run-time accurately by just analyzing the code, because the execution time strongly depends on data and query characteristics. These are hard to measure and quantify. Estimations for static tasks based on earlier executions, however, are a good basis for decisions. When implementations for the CPU and a co-processor are available, e.g., with the help of OpenCL, the system is able to choose the best processing unit and algorithm without user-interaction. The overhead for using a framework that provides this is minimal as we have shown in the previous chapter.

The GPU provides so much calculation power, because most of the transistors on it are actually used to process instructions. The downside of this approach is that the code has to be optimized to use the GPU in the right way. Therefore, unoptimized code has a heavy impact on the performance of the GPU. In contrast CPUs provide hardware to optimize the execution of the instructions, which compensates for such code. Writing good code requires constant training and knowledge about the architecture. So instead of programming for the GPU directly, most developers should use libraries for
execution, even if this requires to transform the actual problem to be solved by the given functionality. In most cases the performance loss because of transformations will be smaller than the loss because of poorly written code.

    Former Co-processors, like the FPU or processors for cryptography are integrated into the CPU nowadays. To use these special function units, CPU vendors provide special instruction sets, which are automatically used by compilers. Hence, application developers usually do not have to care about where tasks are executed. While we also see clear signs that the GPU will be integrated into a heterogeneous processing platform as well, it is unlikely that we can use them transparently. Of course there will be special instructions for graphics processing, but in contrast to the FPU for instance, the GPU is able to solve problems from other domains as well. So, if performance is a priority, developers have to decide for each and every task, where to execute it. This problem will even be more challenging than today. There is no transfer bottleneck on heterogeneous platforms, but CPU and GPU share resources. Using the GPU might slow down the CPU, because the memory bus is used or because the temperature on the chip is too high for both to run at full power. Therefore, it is even more important to consider the right architecture for a problem. First, the algorithm itself has to be analyzed. On the one hand our dictionary merge example from Section 4.3 can be solved efficiently with one thread. The more threads we use, the more overhead is necessary. K-Means on the other hand requires a high number of distances to be calculated, which can be done independently and in parallel without much overhead. Second, if the algorithm fits to the parallel architecture of the GPU the input data has to be checked at run-time whether it allows the problem to be distributed over many cores or not. Only then it makes sense to use the GPU.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Hardware Used for Evaluations

The experiments for this thesis were conducted on different machines. The machines with their CPUs and GPUs are listed here (bandwidth given in the form: from device to host / host to device):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine alias</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Bandwidth pageable</th>
<th>Bandwidth pinned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tesla C1060</td>
<td>2 x E5520</td>
<td>Tesla C1060</td>
<td>5.2 / 4.1 GB/s</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z600</td>
<td>2 x X5650</td>
<td>Tesla C2050</td>
<td>2.5 / 3.2 GB/s</td>
<td>7.4 / 8.0 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K10</td>
<td>2 x E5-2690</td>
<td>Tesla K10</td>
<td>2.3 / 2.8 GB/s</td>
<td>11.2 / 12.2 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K20</td>
<td>2 x E5-2665</td>
<td>Tesla K20m</td>
<td>1.6 / 2.0 GB/s</td>
<td>5.7 / 6.4 GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bandwidth has been measured with the bandwidth test tool that is part of the CUDA toolkit. The value is not only depending on the GPU but also on the memory bus and the PCIe bus. Therefore, the same graphics card might behave differently in another system. In general we tried to use the newest available hardware for our experiments. In case of the string processing experiment, we waited for the K10 machine to be available, because it is the only machine with a working PCIe 3 connection and we were interested in fast transfers. The following table lists which machine was used for which experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Tesla C1060</th>
<th>Z600</th>
<th>K10</th>
<th>K20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.4.1</td>
<td>Kernel Overhead/Bandwidth</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.2</td>
<td>Single Core</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.3</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.4</td>
<td>Matrix Multiplication</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4.5</td>
<td>String Processing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.2</td>
<td>K-Means UDF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2.3</td>
<td>Maximum Entropy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Dictionary Merge</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Query Execution</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>Scheduling/Index Scan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>Scheduling/Sort</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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